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“Just who - or what - are the ‘Lords of Orhan’? Centuries, even millennia of research have yielded little on the nature of
these legendary beings. Clearly, they are supernatural; the humanoid forms they assume are no doubt mere conventions for
our benefit. But why are they here? Their motivations, while generally benign, seem at times to be opaque to our
understanding. In fact, these gods themselves seem to behave in a manner which appears to be simplistic; some of them even
seem childish at times.
“One would be led to believe that they were no more sophisticated than humans or elves with supernatural powers. But
ponder for a moment this idea: suppose you were given godlike abilities. You are immortal, un-killable, and all creatures of
the world are little more than toys or pets. No one has the power to control you or even influence you. You are a god.
“Perhaps for a while you behave admirably, allowing only your best nature to prevail. But the ages slip by and benevolence
becomes dull. Why not tinker - just a little - with one or two races? Who will stop you? Who has the right to judge you?
No one! You are a God!
“Soon the tinkering becomes more than harmless. So slowly you do not even notice it, your amusements become more perverse
and twisted until you are a depraved creature with nothing left but a gnawing emptiness where your soul once lived.
“Perhaps this explains the quixotic simplicity of the Lords: they do not think as we do, because to do so would mean their
downfall. Both more complex and more simplistic, they have a different set of goals and morals. Let us be grateful that they
seem to be benevolent.”
Yael Ziriv-Kari
From her ‘Deities’ lecture

• Introduction •
Religions in Shadow World play a large part in the
disparate cultures found throughout the
hemisphere. The gods of Kulthea are real, and not
some abstract concept worshipped by uneducated
savages. These powerful beings have played a
tangible role in the long history of the world, and
depending on their temperament and fickleness, will
continue to participate directly to shape events and
aid their followers.

While the various Gods have a real impact on the
world, it’s incredibly rare that they manifest
physically or interact with the common folk.
Instead, it’s the God’s servants: priests, followers,
acolytes and even bureaucrats that represent the
Deity’s will and purpose on a day-to-day basis.
These priests and servants will either be PC’s or
NPC’s and can play significant roles in the group’s
adventures.

It should be noted that the pantheons are not
monolithic organizations. The Lords of Orhan will
often feud amongst themselves, the Dark gods’
followers have been known to openly battle each
other and local Gods will often protect their
demesne and followers with a single-minded
purpose. What is also true is that the gods may be
worshipped in very different ways, from culture to
culture; and may even be known by different names
in different lands.

Information about some of the religions can be
found in the Master Atlas and Powers of Light and
Darkness. This supplement expands upon that
material and introduces new religious organizations
tied to the various gods found in the Shadow World.
This is meant to provide guidelines for playing a
Cleric, Priest or other Channeler in the setting.
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It is only after centuries of study in other planetary systems that we have been able to decipher the mystery of our own
home. The strange and unique perturbations of our world have finally been isolated: Kulthea is on the threshold of a
radically different universe. This planet stands just outside of a gateway to a plane of existence which has physical laws
we cannot begin to understand. The basic rules which govern the conservation of energy and [untranslatable] mean
nothing there. Thus, Kulthea is a place, perhaps not unique, but certainly unusual. We have access to energies - flowing
through this invisible and intangible corridor - which have no explanation. We only know that it exists and is powerful
beyond our reckoning. A few of us can even channel this power . . .
Fragment of a First Era Record c.-15,000
Transcribed from a Lords of Essænce Speaking Crystal
Nomikos Library Special Collections
Good Vs. Evil.
The nature of good versus evil in Shadow World is
not as clear cut as two polar extremes. Most sentient
beings are driven by self-interest, cultural and social
constraints, background and opportunity. The Gods
are no different, and even if they are seemingly
“Good” or “Evil”, their behaviors will often not be
easily understood. Even the most just Lord of Orhan
will overlook senseless tragedy and the darkest of
Charonic Gods will deliver inexplicable acts of
mercy. The Priests of such gods will act in the
interests of their religion and organization first and
foremost.
What is a God in Shadow World?
We often define a Deity as
an omniscient and allpowerful entity. While it’s
true that the Gods of
Kulthea can be incredibly
powerful, they are neither
omniscient nor all powerful.
Most of these entities are
post-physical beings who
arrived in the Kulthean system through an interdimensional rift. These Gods wield powers that defy
normal understanding and allows them to transfer
some of their abilities to their followers. These
beings can be classified in one of the following:
The Orhanian Pantheon. Much has been written
about the Lords of Orhan and further information
can be found in canon SW sourcebooks including
the Master Atlas and Powers of Light and Darkness.
But in general, the Lords of Orhan are a loosely
organized group of powerful beings that reside on

the moon orbiting Kulthea. To outward
appearances, these beings have assumed physical
and personality traits that mirror anthropogenic
norms and behaviors. Whether the races of Kulthea
have adopted these traits from the Gods, or the
Gods themselves have been molded by their
followers is a philosophical debate. Ultimately, the
followers of the Lords of Orhan have powers and
purposes that further the aims or personality of their
God. Being a servant of one of the Lords of Orhan
means being a part of a large sprawling institution.
The trade-off of being a small cog in a large machine
versus a more prominent role with a God of lesser
stature or a local god should be considered by the
player.
The Dark Gods of Charon.
Many people see the Dark
Gods in simplistic terms: an
evil counterpoint to the
Lords of Orhan. While it’s
true that many of the beings
on Charon represent darker
aspects, they can also have
complex motivations that
are mirrored by their mortal followers on Kulthea.
The Gods of Charon are not insular or abstract—
they co-exist with their own followers and cultures.
In fact, many cities have temples and complexes for
the Charonic pantheon alongside their Orhanian
counterparts. Many follow a God of Charon for their
more simplistic and brutal view of life—often
mirroring what they see as one of the poor or
powerless. Others may be attracted to the promise
of power that the Dark Gods dangle enticingly to
those that would worship them. A quicker path to
power can come at a cost: these Gods are
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demanding, and many societies will shun those that
take a forbidden path.
Demi-Gods. A general term for lesser, but still
“Godly” beings that are believed to be the children
of mortals and the gods of Charon or Orhan. These
demi-gods inherited some of their progenitor’s
powers and abilities and some have even grown in
stature to have built their own following. For
instance, Neela is often worshipped in conjunction
with her father Shaal due to her more compassionate
nature. Their demi-god status often means they
share more relatable, and human, traits than their
aloof parent. Many priests and followers of demigods enjoy a more intimate relationship with their
liege-often meeting them in person on occasion.
Local Gods. For millennia, the Essaence has bathed
the Kulthea biosphere with its power. Over this
time, it is fundamental changed the very nature of
the flora, fauna and intelligent creatures. On a rare
occasion, a creature can develop a symbiotic
relationship that creates a channeling feedback loop
of ascendancy—and a local god is born. These local
manifestations can be a tree, a spirit or even an
animal and while powerful, are constrained by their
form and location. Followers of a local
god may be formidable within the sphere
of influence, but quickly lose abilities if
they travel far.
Channeling
“Channeling” is not just the term for a
realm of magical power. Channeling is
also the skill in Rolemaster that allows for the
transfer of power points and/or actual spells
between skilled casters. Related to that, Channeling
is also the symbiotic means by which a powerful
being and a follower interact with one another. This
bond allows a “God” to provide magical powers to
their follower, and in return the God receives a loyal
servant. In some cases, the God may also draw from
power from their followers as well. This can be
miniscule and unnoticeable to the individual, but
when applied over thousands or even millions of
servants, the power draw can be considerable. The
“contract” between a God and a Follower can
manifest in one or more of the following ways:

1. Transfer of spell effects. A God actual
facilitates the use of spells by the caster.
Depending on the GM, this could require
tacit approval by the God for higher level
spells, or a general approval for all spells if
the caster is following the appropriate
religious creed.
2. Transfer of power/power points. Similarly, the
Deity can provide extra power points in time
of need or draw upon followers for power
points.
3. Transfer of knowledge or general awareness.
The bond between worshippers and the
Deity provides a broad “awareness” to the
God. This might not be specific perceptions
or overhead conversations but a dull input of
emotion, shared experiences or societal
shifts that gives a God some insight into
world affairs. In reverse, a God can provide
insight, knowledge, augury, or visions to a
follower.
4. Transfer of material objects though tithing,
gifting, sacrifice or boons. It is typical to have
Gods that require material sacrifice of
treasure, blood or services. These offerings
do not simply disappear or get destroyed;
instead, those offerings are curated by the
Priesthood or temple in service for the
greater glory or purpose of the Deity.
Alternatively, a God may grant a boon: a
special magical item, treasure or other
benefit to aid and help the loyal follower.
5.
Special Intervention in cases of
emergencies or extraordinary circumstances. In
times of crisis or great need, a follower is
going to call upon their God for
intervention!
Depending
on
the
circumstances the God could respond with
aid described in #1 to #4 or even rarer, a
personal appearance. Likewise, a God may
require a specific follower to complete a task
or quest for known or unknown purposes.
6. Access to the resources of the religion: wealth,
shelter or other followers. Most organized
religions will have substantial infrastructure
and resources: temples, treasuries, military
groups, information and political power. A
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Priest or Cleric, no matter what their status,
will have the benefits of the organization.
7. Agency by either the God or the Follower. It is
understood that a Priest is the earthly
representative of their Deity. Their actions
are assumed to be for the “greater glory” or
“directed purpose” of the God. Thus, the
stature and power of the God lends
credibility to a Priest. Clerics of notable
Gods will be given ample deference in all
matters of the church.
Atheism
Given their powerful presence in the cultures and
societies throughout Kulthea, it is surprising that
there is a powerful streak of Atheism on Shadow
World. Generally, atheism is found in ancient
gnostic organizations and more learned individuals
and institutions. Many Loremasters, Navigators
and scholars understand that powerful beings exist,
but do not hold them to the level of “Godliness”.
They also understand that their access to the
mystical powers of “Essaence” does not require
them to create a channeling bond with these
entities—bonds that they often see as chains of
slavery or servitude.
Channelers in gameplay.
Religions should not just be convenient player
choice based on their profession and attitude. Even
if they are not a cleric or priest (or even a
Channeling user) a player’s patron god and religion
should have real in-game implications for the player.
Priests, Clerics and Monks. At the forefront of
any religion is the Priesthood. The Clergy are the
primary representatives of their Gods and are
granted powerful magics to aid in their endeavors.
Priests should always act in accordance with their
religion, creed and beliefs—not just when it’s
convenient for gameplay. Priests and Clerics will
rarely have free reign to pursue any random goal or
wander around looking for adventure. However,
when on a sanctioned mission they can be provided
with resources and assistance as needed and
appropriate for the player.

Church Staff. Organized religions are more than
just Priests or Clerics. These groups can be made up
of administrators, servants, guards, militia, holy
warriors, scribes, scholars and even spies or
assassins! Non-priest members are crucial to the
day-to-day operation of the church and the strategic
goals of their God and will often be granted access
to Channeling spells (Open and maybe Closed)
needed for the service of their Deity.
Followers. Even regular followers of a Deity should
act and behave in a nature that serves or represents
their God. But depending on the situation and the
nature of their God, a player should be able to
receive some help from a church or temple of their
respective religion when needed.
Adventuring and Channeling. The more
organized a religion, the less likely a church is going
to allow a low ranked member to wander off in
search of the unknown! There are some situations
where the player will be given a dispensation or
allowance to act with more discretion:
1. Mixed religious group. It is unlikely that the
entire party will all worship the same god,
but if all the members follow the Orhanian
pantheon the Priest will have to respect the
goals and aims of the other gods and their
representatives.
2. “Evil” group members. There should be a
reason that that a Priest would work
cooperatively with a follower of a Charon
God or similar evil entity. Generally, this
decision will be made by higher members of
the Priests organization.
3. Missionaries. Many religions allow for
members to participate in Missionaries—
outreaches or remote operations meant to
provide benefit, recruit or convert a
population. Often these missions are in far
off lands with little church oversight. In
these instances, the Priest will have to rely
on their own judgement to make decisions.
4. Holy Edict. The Lords of Orhan and Charon
are real and will occasionally involve
themselves in mortal affairs. This includes
commanding a Priest or member to perform
a task or quest. Obviously, the Church won’t
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and couldn’t countermand an order from
their own god!
Invocation.
Any follower can pray to their God and ask for help
or intervention. This is called Invocation. For some
Gods, that help will be exceedingly rare or unlikely.
However, some Deities and local Gods will be more
willing to responding to a follower’s prayer for help.
The assistance could come as a replenishment of hits
or PP’s, a beneficial spell effect or even a physical
intervention by a servant or a manifestation of the
God’s Avatar! As a rule, a PC should only Invoke
their patron god. In rare instances a GM could allow
the PC to Invoke another god in the same pantheon
(for instance, another Lord of Orhan). The success
of an Invocation is based on the PC’s level, the
situation, the frequency of the player’s requests for
aid and the general attitude of the God. (See the
Invocation Chart and Summary tables in the
appendix).
Temples and Sanctification.
Temples, churches and holy sites will be specially
marked and blessed by the Priesthood and/or God.
This process is referred to as “Sanctification” and
involves investing prayer and power into a location
or object (like an altar). A sanctified Temple will
provide protections from the God’s enemies and
reduce enemies’ powers while in the sanctified area.
This could manifest as a “Circle of Protection”,
reduced powerpoints for enemies within the
Temple, increased powerpoints or reduced spell
failure for Priests, RR’s required for enemies to
enter the premise, etc.
Sanctifications can be done through spells (BASiL
Channeling/Holy Servant/Blessings), Channeling
Companions (reference?), or through Ritual magic
and will need to be renewed periodically to maintain
the effects.
Essaence Foci. Temples, shrines and other
sanctified sites built on Foci will have increased
benefits and power and may not require
Sanctification spell renewal.

Exalted Priests.
Whether a God has a strictly organized Church or a
more loosely organization, there will be instances of
singular Priests who communicate directly with
their god and operate outside the bounds of the
church. They could be truly devout individuals that
live far from civilization or a free spirit that captured
the whimsy of their god. These Priest will be gifted
spell lists by the God, rather than learning the
prayers through the church. {Treat as normal spell
acquisition and development point cost}. While they
may act with much autonomy in the service of their
patron God, they are also operating without the
safety net a Church can offer.
Exalted Priests might carry the “Mark of the God”
to identify the Priest as a favored servant. This
could be a birthmark, physical trait (unusual eye
color), token or item, a special power or a unique
magical item.
One final note: while being a favored Priest of a God
has its privileges, the attention of an immortal and
powerful entity can have a downside. Woe is the
Priest that displeases their god, or worse, bores
them!
Punishment and Excommunication.
There will be situations where a Priest or Channeler
acts or behaves in a way that is anathema to the
God’s or church’s ethos. Punishment can take the
form of a mild rebuke, stripping of privileges or rank
to the loss of divine powers. Punishments will be
dependent on the specific church and the tolerance
level of the Diety, but can be categories as follows:
1. Church Censure. The Channeler is rebuked
by the Church leadership. This can be a
warning or a loss of privileges. The censured
can perform a task or other penance to
return to grace with the Church.
2. Diety Censure. The Channeler offends their
god who withdraws some or all Channeling
powers. This might be a full loss of spell
powers or a level limit to spell casting. The
Channeler can embark upon a path of
contrition to regain the graces of their God.
This could be a showing of devotion,
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sacrifice or heroic act in the name of their
God.
3. Excommunication. A Channeler who is
excommunicated loses their membership in
the Church, loss of Channeling powers from
their God and is shunned by members of the
religion. Only through extraordinary
circumstances could an excommunicated
Channeler be allowed to return to the
Church. However, being excommunicated
does not prevent the person from finding
favor with another God. (Although other
Lords of Orhan may also look unfavorably
on a Priest that offends one of their brethren,
they are also looking to gain new and useful
followers.) The new God could then grant
them access to spellcasting and access to
their own church organization. An
excommunicated Priest/Channeler that
finds a new patron god or atones for their
violation is known as a “Penitent”.
{Optional} Prayer as a Skill.
Since any skill development is a measure of time and
effort, then one optional rule is to have a “Prayer”
skill that measures the time and effort the character
spends in devotion of their God. The player must
select a specific Deity they are praying too but can
develop ranks of Prayer in different Deities (such as
the Orhan Pantheon). This creates a real cost for
players to follow their Deity without an arbitrary
roleplaying component. The Prayer skill bonus can
be used for Invocation attempts, for Channeling
SCRs, Channeling rituals and for atonements. A
player cannot cast any spell of a level higher than
their prayer skill rank.
{It is recommended a Prayer skill cost of 2/3 or 2/4
for all Professions}

Notes on Elves.
“High” Elves (Iylari and Loari) consider themselves
closer to the Gods than the other races on Kultheanone more so than the Iylari. Their lineage and
virtual immortality give the High Elvish races a
sense of superiority that is seen as aloof arrogance
by most other races. This attitude has spilled over
into the Orhan religions as well. Iylar and Loari
Priests believe themselves the true leaders of the
church, creating a schism between the mortal and
immortal clergy. There are currently two High
Priests of Kuor. One, mortal based in Eidolon, the
other, Elven based in Palia. Kuor himself seems to
have little interest in deciding the issue.
Notes on Religions.
This supplement includes information on various
religions of the Gods of Orhan and Charon to be
used in a Shadow World campaign. This is not
meant to be all-inclusive; there can be multiple
churches or different religions for a God. Various
Kulthean societies can have different names or
concepts for the same God, merge several Gods into
a single concept, or assign attributes to a God that
might be different than their aspect. There are also
innumerable religions for local Gods and others that
worship demi-Gods, false Gods or just concepts.
Religion can be messy and confusing!
The following religions are meant to help establish
a background or framework for a Channeling
profession. Some of the Gods are not included and
are covered in Powers of Light & Darkness®. That
volume contains details for: The Sisters of Eissa,
Moralis Sanctity, Brotherhood of the Tree (Iloura),
Order of Light (Valris), Followers of the Sun
(Orianna), Church of Zanar, Cult of Andaras, Cult of
Klysus, and the Brotherhood of Akalatan. Powers
also has information on the United Orhan Church
which is an organized religion of the full Orhan
pantheon.
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The Lords of Orhan
• KUOR •
“The Scions”

Symbol: Gold Crown bisected by Lightning Bolt.
Overview. Often seen as a remote and aloof God in
the Orhan Pantheon, Kuor is not beloved by the
peoples of Kulthea, but is respected. The Priests of
Kuor, known as “Scions”, can be found in dedicated
temples in the larger cities or as part of the United
Orhan Temples throughout Rhahkaan. Temples of
Kuor are dominant, grandiose structures of tall,
fluted columns made of polished marble and other
high-quality materials. These
are structures meant to invoke
awe and project power, not for
holding religious services.
Within each temple is a tall
statue of Kuor seated on a
throne. Despite the importance
of Kuor, the actual Priesthood
is small, with only a single
“Scion” in a temple along with
a handful of Lesser Scions. The
Scions of Kuor set themselves
apart from the other Orhan clergy. They view their
primary roles as advisors to Kings, royalty and as
the titular head of all the other Orhan religions.
Since the Wars of Dominion, the Scions of Kuor
have atrophied, focusing on more on secular goals of
power, politics, and wealth. These distractions have
further eroded their reach; the Church is in crisis,

with a power struggle between the mortal Scions
and the immortal Elven clergy.
Clergy: The priests are exclusively male and
predominantly Laan, Iylar or Loari. Scions see
themselves as cultural figureheads, leaders, and
symbols of the higher Orhan powers. In public they
serve mostly ceremonial purposes, but among the
elite and wealthy they act as trusted advisors,
mediators, and financiers. Scions move in the back
rooms of power, advising and directing
under the auspices of their patron
Deity. Even lesser priests have access
to considerable monetary resources,
trade contacts and administrative
authority.
Structure/Organization:
The
highest priest of Kuor is known as the
Elder Scion, although that title is in
dispute between two individuals: the
Laan Elder Scion in Sel-Kai, and the
Iylar Elder Scion in Palia. Individual
temples are led by a Scion, several lesser priests and
a small coterie of administrative assistants, staff and
servants. Larger temples may also host adjunct
Priests from the other temples who act as
ambassadors or play support roles for the Scions.
There is general autonomy between temples; each
act in the interest of their respective cultures and
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societies and coordinate with other local
Orhan religions.

while older, experienced recruits
are handed more responsibility or
given a special project to pursue. A
smaller portion of time will be
spent on the meta-physical aspects
of the Priesthood: religious lore
and spell training.

In many ways the church is like a vast
business enterprise, and temples are staffed
with scribes, beadles and other functionaries
who handle the daily administration under
the watchful eyes of the Priests.
The church is incredibly wealthy, often
supplementing their own donations and
tithes with investments in merchant houses
and banks. It is rumored that the Temple of
Kuor is owed considerable sums by the
Royalty
of
Rhahkaan
and
other
governments.
Military: The Scions do not have their own militant
arm. Instead, temples are protected by a contingent
of Sun Guards (Knight-Paladins of Phaon),
Warriors of Cay or Changramai. Scions will call
upon the other Orhan organizations when the need
arises: Messengers of Teris to deliver messages or
packages, Priests of Eissa for healing or etc. This
reliance upon the other Temples to provide services
is often a cause of annoyance or even anger by the
other Priesthoods.
Dress: Scions dress in laymen clothes, but of the
finest materials and cut and influenced by the local
culture. Excluding their religious symbol, they
could be confused with a member of royalty or
prominent merchant. For religious ceremonies, the
Scions and Priest-hood dress in their most
impressive religious finery, but is still subdued in
appearance compared to the Order of the Sun.
Recruitment: The Priesthood is intentionally small
and mostly recruit from two sources: older wealthy
members of society or children of royal or powerful
families. In fact, many wealthy families will send
their youngest male child to the church for lifelong
service. The Church is unusual in that it allows
Priests to enter religious service later in life.
Training: Young initiates begin training
immediately in traditional disciplines: History,
Social Skills, Diplomacy, Trade and Finance. These
young recruits are given responsibility for some
small aspect of the Temples financial operation

Skills & Education. When needed,
Priests can be sent to other
Orhanian Temples for additional
training, but Temple education
focuses on the following core
skills:
Magical Tutelage. While older
recruits to the Temple are given rank and
responsibility, they lack the traditional training of a
Priest and most won’t develop much if any
Channeling skills. Young recruits are groomed at an
early age and begin magical training immediately.
Spell lists available through most Temples of Kuor
include:
•
•

•
•

BASiL: Kuor Base, Summons, Channeling,
Blessings
RM2 Open & Closed Channeling: Barrier
Law, Concussion’s Way, Detection Mastery,
Purifications, Spell Defense, Weather Ways,
Calm Spirits, Creations, Lore, Symbolic
Ways,
RM2 Cleric Base: Channels, Communal
Ways, Protections
Channeling Companion: (reference?)

Resources: Given the enormous wealth held by the
Scions, Priests have access to significant resources.
Holy Symbol: A platinum gorget embossed
with a crown bisected by a lightning bolt.
The amulet is a x4 multiplier, +15db, and
cast Lightning Bolt II, Command II,
Thunderclap II 5x a day.
Stipend: A new Priest is provided a stipend of
5gp/months to spend on social events, gifts,
entertaining and other personal spending.
This allowance increases as they advance
through the organization.
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Wardrobe. The Church has access to skilled
tailors who will provide a full wardrobe for
religious
events,
ceremonies, and social
occasions.
Discretionary
Credit.
Some Priests can access
up to $1000gp/lvl for
investments,
special
projects and business
opportunities.
The
Church will have oversight and review the
performance of a Priest’s portfolio.
Administrative Authority. A Priest of Kuor can
move the levers of government, often with
little or no explanation. Merely presenting
their gorget will “grease the wheels” of most
low-level bureaucrats, and requests on
behalf of a Scion are taken with utmost
seriousness
by
even
powerful
administrators.
Allies: As the self-proclaimed heads of the Orhan
religions, the Scions of Kuor are allied with the
other Orhanian followers. As close advisors to the
powerful, they can call upon rulers, bankers and
influencers when needed. While they are allies of the
Loremasters, the Scions see their own influence and
leadership role occasionally challenged by them. In
many instances a ruler if often torn between the
counsel of the Scion and a Loremaster.
Enemies: While the skirmishes with the Dark Gods
of Charon and the Unlife are important, the Scions
see those actual battles better fought by other,
“better suited”, Orhanian clergy. The Scions focus
on geo-political and economic concerns and see their
primary opponent as the encroaching Alliance. The
battle between the Temples of Kuor and the Alliance
is an invisible one, fought with trade agreements,
currency and influence.
Followers: Devoted followers of Kuor are a
minority, though most followers of Orhan will pay
tribute. Those devoted to Kuor are typically
merchants, landed gentry, royalty and others who
themselves as leaders and men of import in a society.
Gatherings of the “faithful” are more akin to private

clubs of the privileged than actual religious
ceremonies.
Laymen and ecumenical
members of Kuor organize
into Brethren Circles. These
Fraternal Orders are more
networking or fraternal
organizations among peers
and can be found in major
cities and trade centers. For
the most devout of these
Brethren, the Priests will train them in some of the
“Mysteries” (Open or Closed lists of up to 5th lvl).
For others, the Church will act as a banker, offering
financing, currency exchange, trade notes and other
services. Many trade deals and political negotiations
are finalized under the supervision of the Church of
Kuor.
Priest Requirements: Each Temple has only a
handful of Lesser/Minor Priests who handle the
day-to-day operations of the Temple. Priests will
also be asked to act as dignitaries for minor events
or religious holidays, execute Temple business or
meet with the priests of the other Orhanian Gods.
Important Dates: Orhan Perigee. The day that
Orhan looms largest on Kulthea and its orbit brings
it the closest is a Holy Day for all the Orhan
religions but more so for Kuor. Also, most Temples
adopt (usurp) local customs and holidays,
incorporating them into their own dogma to
reinforce the primacy of Kuor.
General Attitude and Image: Despite Kuor’s
objection to Hubris, the Scions have become just
that: insufferable, privileged, out of touch and selfimportant. While the general populous will see the
Scions as powerful symbols of Orhan, the clergy of
the other gods know that while powerful, the priests
of Kuor are more focused on secular power.
Temples of Kuor. Temples are constructed of
marble in the classic Doric style, with standard
dimensions 100’ x 200’. The interior is dominated
by a massive statue of Kuor seated at the far end.
Upon entering, visitors will be approached and
asked if they need assistance. Depending on the
nature of the request, the status and appearance of
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the visitor, they will be directed to a Priest or
administrator.
Adjoining buildings house staff, Priests and any
barracked guards. Scions and higher ranked Priests
are assigned nearby manors or apartments (in cities)
and assigned a service staff.
Temples of Kuor are generally only found in major
cities or significant commerce centers are
considered “Major” or “Minor” in scope. In the case
of UoC Temples, Scions will be part of the mix of
Priests representing the pantheon, but still
considers themselves the head of the Temple.
Staffing of temples are as follows:
Temple of Kuor – Major.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Elder Scion
1-2 Revered Scions
2-6 Esteemed Scions
8-12 Scions
15-20 Representatives
20-30 Initiates
6-12 Sun-Guard + Captain
24-36 Knights-Militant
1-2 Messengers of Teris
1-4 Priests of Valris
1-4 Priests of Eissa
1-6 Priest ambassadors
20-30 Administrators
50-100 Service Staff

Temple of Kuor – Minor.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Revered Scions
1-2 Esteemed Scions
2-4 Scions
5-10 Representatives
10-15 Initiates
4-6 Sun-Guard
12-24 Knights-Militant
1 Messengers of Teris
1 Priests of Valris
1-2 Priests of Eissa

•
•
•

1-4 Priest ambassadors
10-15 Administrators
20-30 Service Staff

Significant Temple Artifacts:
The Mortal Throne. One of the most powerful
artifacts gifted by the gods of Orhan, the Mortal
Throne was originally placed at the Temple found
on the peak of Votania. Subsequently, the temple
was taken over by the Masters (who could not
benefit from the object but prevented the Scions from
utilizing it). It was during the Wars of Dominion
that the Throne was stolen and spirited away to a
shielded vault in Charon. The powers of the Throne
are expansive and include full use of the Powers of
Kuor (unlimited use of the Kuor base list), Summon
Conclave (instantly teleports the high priests of
each Orhan god to the throne), Flow Control
(control minor Essaence Flows in 500-mile radius)
and Summon Major Spirit (calls lesser Gods of
Orhan). {See Expanded Grand Campaign for
further info on the Mortal Throne}
Lord Scepter. This ornate 30” scepter is crafted from
platinum, gold and precious gems. It can be used as
+50 x4 dam mace, x10 PP, Lordly Aura when held,
Absolution upon inflicting a critical; Command 30th
lvl, Chain Lightning at will.
Scions of Kuor as NPCs and PCs. Depending on
the nature of the gameplay, a Priests of Kuor may be
a useful addition to the group. Some things to
consider:
1. Due to their training and stature, Priests
will desire a leadership, oversight or
command role in the group.
2. While the Priests do not invest heavily in
spell training, the Kuor Base List (BASiL)
provides could offensive ability for the
Priest.
3. A Priest could provide the group with
several
Temple
resources
between
adventures and an NPC Priest/Scion could
be a great patron for an adventuring group.
The Scion could provide “off the book”
missions for the adventurers while providing
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them with financial resources and aid from
other Orhanian temples.
4. For campaigns with a geopolitical, economic
or commerce angle, a Priest of Kuor would
be a great asset for the group.
5. A Priest of Kuor will expect, even demand,
respect, and some deference from other
Orhanian Priests—even others of higher
level and stature. This could create tensions
or complications.

Summary of Priest Progression. (Note that the levels and rank may not reflect the “level” of the Priest. Older recruits
will be given responsibilities commensurate with their life experience and social status.)

LvL

Role/Rank

Privileges

1-5

Initiate.
Typical Tasks: Ministerial Temple work.
Assistant to trade missions or negotiations.
Oversight for a low-level Church mission (3rd+
lvl). Low level delegate to other Orhanian
Temples.

Stipend: 5gp/mos
Credit: 100gp w/approval
Authority: Requisition militant or police guard squad. Ministerial
document requests. Low level government authority.

6-9

Representative
Typical Tasks: Develop and operated trade
and business operations. Negotiate mid-level
agreements. Team leader for Church missions.
Auditing of other Temple operations. Special
missions.
Scion
Typical Tasks. Oversight of day-to-day
operations of Temple. Management of
personnel and staff. Controls schedule and
access to higher level priests. Trade/business
development and trade negotiations.
Esteemed Scion
Typical Tasks: Ambassador to Royal houses
or political leaders. Diplomatic contact for
other organizations including Navigators,
Loremasters. High level trade negotiations or
smaller state disputes.
Revered Scion
Assigned to lead a Temple.

Stipend: 20gp/mos
Credit: 500gp
Authority: Requisition reasonable militant or police guard resources
as needed. Ministerial document requests. Mid-level government
authority. Requisition low level Priests and militants from other Orhan
orders. Approve or deny assistance requests from Temples/petitioners.
Stipend: 50gp/mos
Credit: 1000gp
Authority: Requisition militant or police guard as needed. Ministerial
document requests. High level government authority & access.
Requisition mid-level Priests and militants from other Orhan orders.
Design and task special missions. Use of Messengers of Teris.
Stipend: 100gp/mos
Credit: 2000gp
Authority: Requisition militant or police guard as needed. Ministerial
document requests. Access to Royalty/rulers or organizational leaders.
Requisition mid-level Priests and militants from other Orhan orders.
Design and task special missions. Use of Messengers of Teris.
Stipend: 500gp/mos
Credit: 2000gp + Temple budget
Authority: Access and use of local military and police. General
authority over other Temples of Orhan. Recruit new Priests. Access
and oversight of Brethren groups. .
Stipend: 1000gp/mos
Credit:
Authority: Control over all Temples of Kuor and their associated
authority and influence.
Access to all the powers, power and scope of the Temples of Kuor.
Significant powers and influence over aligned governments, powers to
pardon or commute. Access and use of all the Temples of Orhan.
Calling of the Conclave.

10-15

16-19

20-25

26+

Elder Scion
Council of Elders acts as advisors to the Eldest
and oversees all Temple activity.

50th

Eldest Scion
Head of Church.
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Level
1)

Spell

Kuor Base
Area of
Effect

Duration

Range

Predict Weather
Lightning Bolt I

1 mile/lvl

self

2)

1 target

100'

3)

Command I

1 target

4)

Thunderclap I

10'r

5)

Passage

6)

Commanding Aura

5'/lvl
caster

7)

Lightning Bolt II

1 target

8)

Command II
Thunderclap I

1 target

9)
10)

Storm Call

100'R/lvl

10 min/lvl

self

11)

Control Flow
Lightning Bolt III

5'/lvl

1 rnd/lvl

100'

Command III
Thunderclap III

1 target

1 rnd/5% fail

100'

14)
15)

Absolution *

30'r
1 target

1 wk/10 fail

100'
50’

16)

Lordly Aura
Lightning Bolt IV

caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

Command IV
Thunderclap IV

1 target

25)

Storm Call True
Absolution Pure *

1000'R/lvl
1 target

10 min/lvl
P

self
50’

30)

Lightning Caster

1 target

1 rnd/lvl

100'

35)

Godly Command

1 target/lvl

1 rnd/5% fail

varies

40)

Godly Thunder

10'r/lvl

50)

Godly Aura

caster

12)
13)

17)
18)
19)
20)

1 rnd/5% fail

100'
100'

1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl

5'
self
100'

1 rnd/5% fail

20'r

100'
100'

1 target

100'

1 target

100'
1 rnd/5% fail

40'r

100'
100'

self
1 minute/lvl

self

1. Predict Weather - Caster can sense weather conditions up to 1
mile/lvl and make basic predictions on weather in the next 24
hours.
2. Lightning Bolt I – A 3' bolt of electricity appears in the casters
hand and can be thrown at a target; results are determined as
TINY on the Lightning Bolt Table.
3. Command I - Target must obey a simple one-word command
for duration of spell. Target must be able to understand caster.
4. Thunderclap I – Causes a very loud, sudden clap of thunder. All
targets within radius are stunned for 1 rnd/10% RR failure and
deafened for 1 rnd/5% failure.
5. Passage - Caster can open a Medium size passage through a
Minor Essence Flow.
6. Commanding Aura – Causes a bright aura about the target,
providing a more powerful appearance and subtracting 10 from all
attacks on the target and adding 10 to all allies’ actions nearby.
7. Lightning Bolt II – A 3' bolt of electricity appears in the casters
hand and can be thrown at a target; results are determined as
SMALL on the Lightning Bolt Table.
8. Command II - Target must obey a simple two-word command
for duration of spell. Target must be able to understand caster.
9. Thunderclap II – Causes a very loud, sudden clap of thunder.
All targets within radius are stunned for 1 rnd/10% RR failure
and deafened for 1 rnd/5% failure.

10. Storm Call – Caster may call forth a storm of any type with
maximum wind speeds equal to 2x level in miles per hour, and
intensity according to the caster's desires. Effects will vary
according to circumstance (and the GM’s discretion). For
example, a 30th level caster could summon a lightning storm with
intense rain and constant wind speeds of up to 60 mph: the GM
may wish to have random rolls to determine possible lightning
strikes vs. exposed targets.
11. Control Flow - Caster can bend the path of a Minor Essence
Flow up to 5'/lvl.
12. Lightning Bolt III – A 3' bolt of electricity appears in the
casters hand and can be thrown at a target; results are determined
as MEDIUM on the Lightning Bolt Table.
13. Command III - Target must obey a simple three-word
command for duration of spell. Target must be able to understand
caster.
14. Thunderclap III – Causes a very loud, sudden clap of thunder.
All targets within radius are stunned for 1 rnd/10% RR failure
and deafened for 1 rnd/5% failure.
15. Absolution – [RR Mod: -20] Target’s “soul” is torn from the
target's body (or other physical location if the soul is otherwise
housed); it remains in whatever place “souls” go for 1 week/10
failure. The soul can be returned early only through Lifegiving.
Target is unconscious until soul is restored; even subconscious
activity (i.e., healing, etc.) suffers a -75 penalty.
15. Lordly Aura – Causes a bright aura about the target,
providing a more powerful appearance and subtracting 25 from all
attacks on the target and adding 20 to all allies’ actions nearby.
17. Lightning Bolt IV – A 3' bolt of electricity appears in the
casters hand and can be thrown at a target; results are determined
as LARGE on the Lightning Bolt Table.
18. Command IV - Target must obey a four-word command for
duration of spell. Target must be able to understand caster.
19. Thunderclap IV – Causes a very loud, sudden clap of thunder.
All targets within radius are stunned for 1 rnd/10% RR failure
and deafened for 1 rnd/5% failure.
20. Storm Call – Caster may call forth a storm of any type with
maximum wind speeds equal to 2x level in miles per hour, and
intensity according to the caster's desires. Effects will vary
according to circumstance (and the GM’s discretion). For
example, a 30th level caster could summon a lightning storm with
intense rain and constant wind speeds of up to 60 mph: the GM
may wish to have random rolls to determine possible lightning
strikes vs. exposed targets.
25. Absolution Pure – As Absolution, except the “soul” can only be
brought back through Lifegiving.
30. Lightning Caster - Caster can throw one Medium size
lightning bolt per round for the duration of the spell.
35. Godly Command - All targets within hearing range of caster
must make obey a command of up to 5 words for 1 rnd/5% failure.
40. Godly Thunder – Causes a very loud, sudden clap of thunder.
All targets within radius are stunned for 1 rnd/1% RR failure and
deafened for 1 rnd/5% failure.
50. Godly Aura - Caster is surrounded by a bright divine light. All
enemies must make a RR vs Fear or flee. Attackers must make an
RR to make any offensive action against the caster and will still be
at -50 for any attacks. Friends/allies are at +25 for all actions.
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• PHAON •
Order of the Sun

AKA: Lightbringers, Sun-Priests
Symbol: Multi-Rayed Sun
Overview: The Lightbringers of Phaon are the
most serious and self-righteous of the Orhanian
clergy. Their towering cathedrals
are gilded with copper, gold and
platinum and lit by glowing sun
gems, while the priests and knights
of the order don robes and armor of
white, gold and orange. The
Lightbringers see themselves as the
first and best line of defense against
the “darkness”: both the Unlife and
followers of Charon. The Knights
believe themselves the true
defenders of the people of Kulthea.
The Sun Temples. Most often the
tallest structure in a city, the spires
seemingly reach towards the
shining sun above. Upon entering a Temple, a
visitor will encounter an elaborate golden orrery in
the entry hall that tracks the sun’s progress across
the sky. Each Temple also features an observatory
for monitoring and tracking celestial movements.
Perhaps the most awe-inspiring element of each
temple is the domed Grand Hall. At the apex of the
dome is a large sun crystal that focuses the sun’s
light into a golden shaft that illuminates holy
symbols imbedded into the floor of the hall. The
Priests can control the crystal’s sunray for
ceremonies and for defense. The religion favors all

types of iconography, from the banners hanging
throughout the temples, to the symbols emblazoned
upon their cloaks, armor and shields. All feature the
multi-ray sun in bold gold, red and yellow colors.
Shrines. The Light-Bringers are
continually building shrines to Kuor
throughout Kulthea. These small
constructions can be found in cities
and in remote wilderness locations,
but all are a device of some type. A
few that can be encountered:
Heliographs. These devices are part
of a larger signaling system or
warning mechanism. They include
simple instructions engraved onto a
metal plate and may have an
automated function that will
generate a rotating light pulse that
acts a danger alert.
Sundial. These are identical and consist of a
round dial in the shape of the multi-ray sun
with a golden gnomon. The plate is often
mounted on a stone pillar or rock and has
etched graduations to indicate time. Some of
these sundials are sanctified and blessed by
the Sun-Priests. In addition to tracking time,
they can offer protection from the Unlife and
followers of the Dark Gods.
Orrery. These elaborate devices vary in
complexity from modelling Kulthea and its
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moons, to representing the entire solar
system. Often built with precious metals and
driven by intricate gears and springs,
orrery’s are always found in the entrance to
the major temples to Phaon. The Church has
also built orrery’s as gifts to cities, rulers or
communities.
Clergy: There are two branches of Priests: SunPriests and the Sun-Astronomers. The Priests wear
heavy robes of white and red orange decorated with
gold. Priests are rarely seen in public without their
extensive trappings of their office: amulets, staffs
and scepters, the Sun-Priests are impressive to
behold. Each Sun Temple can have a dozen SunPriests overseeing the twice daily ceremonies
(sunset and sunrise) and providing services to their
followers. The other branch of clergy: SunAstronomers, are more mysterious and less
understood by the general
populace. These scholarly
priests track the sun and other
heavenly bodies in the pursuit
of science and for purposed of
divination.
Military: The Order of the
Sun also includes two distinct
militant groups: KnightsMilitant and the elite Sun
Guard.
Knights-Militant. The
Knights-Militant are a
small military force of between 50–200 footsoldiers, calvary and knights that operate
from barracks adjacent to the main temple.
The Knights and soldiers wear armor of
white with red enamel. Recruits are drawn
from the community and church in
adolescence and are intensively trained in
martial skills. There is no magical training
for the Knights-Militant, they are purely a
fighting and security force for the Temple.
Sun-Guard. The Sun-Guard is a smaller
force (10-20) of Knight-Paladins that act as
the personal guard for the Sun Temple and
its Priests, as well as guards for the Temple

of Kuor. The Sun Guard are rarely seen
without their resplendent fire-gilded golden
armor. Knights are almost exclusively
drawn from the Knights-Militants and the
guard only accepts the most skilled and
devout soldiers to join their elite force. Upon
admittance, Knights begin training in spellcasting and specialized skills to fight Evil
and Demonic forces.
Structure & Organization: The Order of the Sun is
very hierarchal and centralized, with ultimate power
resting in the Grand Cathedral in Kaitaine. While
ultimate power resides in the High-Priest, the SunAstronomers typically act independently, and the
Knights-Militant receive orders from the Temple
they are attached.
Functions: Sun-Priests generally fulfill one of two
roles: ritualistic or functional.
Ritual Priests oversee and perform
the daily ceremonies held at the
Temple (held at sunrise, midday
and sunset) and handle day to day
operations of running the Temple.
Functional
Sun-Priests
are
typically attached to a unit of the
Knights-Militant to advise on
military actions, provide spiritual
guidance, supply divine powers and
monitor Unlife activities. The SunAstronomers monitor astrological
activities (movement of the sun,
solstices, equinoxes, eclipses, and other solar events)
The Lightbringers utilize their Sun-Astronomers to
maintain communications between the temples and
militant orders. The Knights-Militant are usually
the first to respond to overt threats from the Dark
Gods and the Unlife.
Allies:.The Lightbringers are often called up by the
other Orhanian orders and are seen as the allies of
all followers of Orhan.
Enemies: The Lightbringers see themselves as the
pre-eminent foes of the Unlife and Gods of Charon.
They hold a special hatred for the Priests Arnak and
Demon-kind.
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Worshippers: Phaon is worshipped broadly
throughout Kulthea. The Order of the Sun is more
prominent and has more followers than Kuor, based
on their presence and prominence of the Clergy and
the Temples.
Recruitment: The Order of the Sun recruits heavily
and early through a selection process that identifies
Aspirants. Aspirants are brought to the temple to
begin intensive ideological training. During that
process, Aspirants are profiled to determine their
best path within the Church organization. The SunGuard recruits its members from within the KnightMilitant organization; they only choose the most
devout and skilled Knights to join their small
brotherhood.
Training: The Order of the Sun follows a training
regimen that follows the typical Cleric, Astrologer,
Fighter or Paladin professions.
Skills. The Temple provides a full
educational and training regimen specific to
Priest, Astronomer (Astrologer), Militant
(Fighter) or Knight (Paladin).
Spell Lists. Base (Astrologer, Cleric,
Paladin), Open & Closed from RM2. BASiL:
Phaon Base. Channeling Holy Servant &
Holy Warrior lists.
Important Dates: Major holy days occur on the
solstices and equinoxes; eclipses are of importance,
especially when the sun interacts with Charon or
Orhan.
General Attitude and Image: The Lightbringers
are often viewed as overly serious, self-righteous,
and overbearing, but few questions their dedication
to fighting the forces of Darkness.
Order Items:

Sun-Priests.
Sun-disc. Clergy are awarded a Sun-Disc at
5th lvl. This golden amulet of a rayed sun
acts as a x3 PP, Casts Aura 2x Day, +25 vs
heat and sun attacks.

Knights-Militant.
Bright Sword. +15 White alloy Longsword.
Can cast light 10’r 3x day.
Armor of Phaon. +10 Half Plate. 50%
encumbrance. +10 vs heat/fire.

Sun-Guard.
Golden Shield. +15 Kite Shield. Adorned
with the Multi-Rayed Sun symbol.
Sun Sword. +25 Yellow Laen Longsword.
Cast Sunbolt 2x day.
Golden Armor. +20 Full Plate. 50%
encumbrance. +20 vs Fire & Heat.
Helm of Light. Cast Aura 2x Day. Reflect
light attacks.

Sun-Astronomers.
Sun Dial. Like a Navigator Compass, the Sun
Dial is a small 8” disc with a rotating wheel,
azimuth arm and other mechanics for
measuring and tracking the sign and keeping
accurate time. The Sun Dial can absorb
natural sunlight as PP’s: 10/hr to 100 PPs
max. This power can be accessed by the
Astronomer at will.
Lightbringers as player characters. Priests and
soldiers of Phaon will easily fit into an adventuring
group—if the goals align with the church’s or in the
fight against the Unlife! Sun-Astronomers rarely
leave their observatories and would only be sent on
a mission that required their expertise or to provide
a direct method of communicating to the Temple.
Lightbringers will bring a certain amount of
attitude, purpose and focus that may conflict with
other players. Lower level Lightbringers will be
part of a hierarchy; they are following orders from
the command chain, required to report their
activities and face disciplinary actions for any
behavior that betrays the ethos of the church.
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Lightbringer Ranks
Sun Priests
Aspirant: Testing and appitudes for
magical skills, devotion and temple
principles.
Devote: lvl 2. Begins spell tutelage.
Priest: lvl 5. Assistant in daily
ceremonies.
Priest of Dusk. Lvl 10. Holds dusk
ceremony and night vigil
Priest of Dawn. Lvl 10. Holds dawn
ceremony and day vigil.
High Priest. Lvl 15+. Head Priest of a
Temple.
Illuminated. Highest of Priests. Leader fo
the Lightbringers.

Sun-Astronomer
Aspirant. Lvl 1-3. School of science,
math and astronomy. Religious
tutelage.
Assistant. Lvl 4-5. Aid to
Astronomers. Records astrological
data. Spell training.
Observer. Lvl 5+. Works in
observatory.
Astronomer. Lvl 8+Analyzes data,
handles low level communications
with other Temples, some divination.
Astrologer. Lvl 10+. Sensitive
communications, divination and staff
supervision.
Astromancer. Lvl 20+. Head of
Temple observatory.

Knight-Militants
Aspirant. Lvl 1 Basic physical
and martialtraining.

Sun-Guard
Knight in Arms. Lvl 3+. Recruited,
experienced soldier. Spell training.

Footman. Lvl 2-5 Training in
formation, poleaxe, sword,
shield.
Cavalryman.Lvl 5-9 Riding and
mounted combat.
Knight. Lvl 10. Heavy armor,
expanded weapon training
(choice of mace, flail, morning
star, hammer)
Knight-Militant.
Lvl
10+.
Command officer.

Knight Paladin. Lvl 6+. Paladin in
training.

Knight-Commandant. Lvl 15+.
Leads Temple militant.
Lord-Knight.
Lvl
20+
Commander of all KnightMilitants.

First Protector. Lvl 30+. Supreme
commander of the Sun Guard.

Paladin. Lvl 10. Mount, armor &
retainer(s).
Champion. Lvl 15+. Access to special
spell lists. Gains retainers and Knights.
Knight-Captain. Lvl 20+. Command of
Sun Guard contingent.
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8.FireArmor – Target is protected from natural heat to 500d and +25 and
1/4 damage and heat/fire crits are reduced by 2 severity vs Heat attacks.

Level
1)

Spell
Daylight

Area of Effect

Duration

Range

10'R

10 min/lvl

touch

2)

SunAura I

1 target

1 rnd/lvl

100'

3)

Sun Armor

1 target

1 min/lvl

touch

4)

Sun Bolt I

1 target

-

100'

5)

SunBlade

1 weapon

1 min/lvl

self

11. Daylight True – As Daylight I, but 10'R/lvl.

6)

Utter Daylight

10'R

1 min/lvl

100'

7)

SunWall

10'x10'x6"

1 rnd/lvl

100'

8)

Fire Armor

1 target

1 rnd/lvl

touch

12. SunAura II – Causes a bright aura about the target, providing a more
powerful appearance and subtracting 20 from all attacks on the target.
13. SunCircle – As SunWall, except “wall” is 10’ high and forms a 10’R circle
(6” thick) with the caster at the center (it is non-mobile).

9)

Sun Bolt II

1 target

-

100'

SunShield

Caster

1 min/lvl

self

11)

Daylight True

10'/lvl

10 min/lvl

touch

12)

SunAura II

1 target

1 rnd/lvl

100'

13)

SunCircle

10'R

1 rnd/lvl

self

14)

Sun Bolt III

1 target

-

100'

Immolation

Caster

-

self

Utter Daylight True

10'/lvl

1 min/lvl

touch

Plasma Armor

1 target

1 rnd/lvl

touch

SunFlare True

10'/lvl

1 rnd/lvl

10'/lvl

19)

Sun Bolt IV

1 target

-

100'

20)

SunAura III

1 target

1 min/lvl

100'

25)

Wings of Fire

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

10)

15)
16)
17)
18)

9. Sun Bolt II – A Medium size bolt of gold is shot from the palm of the
caster; results are determined on the Fire Bolt Table with Plasma crits.
10. SunShield - A golden shimmering shield (medium) appears in casters
hand. It will act as a normal shield, but any fire attacks made against caster
must make an RR or be absorbed by shield.

14. Sun Bolt III – A Large size bolt of gold is shot from the palm of the
caster; results are determined on the Fire Bolt Table with Plasma crits.
15. Immolation - An envelope of super-heated gas rolls out from Caster.
Everyone in radius takes a Heat crit (no RR) based on distance. E within 10',
D 10-20, C 20-30, B 30-40, A 40+
16. Utter Dayight True– As Utter Dayight I, but 10'R/lvl.
17. Plasma Armor – Target is protected from natural heat and +50, 1/4
damage and heat/fire/plasma crits are reduced by 4 severity vs Heat attacks.
18. SunFlare True – A ball of golden light one foot in diameter is shot from
the palm of the caster: it will travel to the limit of the range, explode (as a
flare), burn with a bright light (as a flare), drift slowly to earth, and go out.
An area equal to the range is lit if the flare can rise to its full range; drops
10’/round. All within AoE must make an RR or be stunned for 1 rnd/5%
failure.
19. Sun Bolt IV – A Very Large size bolt of gold is shot from the palm of the
caster; results are determined on the Fire Bolt Table with Plasma crits.
20. SunAura III – Causes a bright aura about the target, providing a more
powerful appearance and subtracting 30 from all attacks on the target.
25. Wings of Fire - Wings of golden light extend from casters back. The
caster can fly up to 50'/rnd.

Call Sun

1 mile R/lvl

10 min/lvl

self
1
mile/lvl

35)

Mass SunAura III

1 target/lvl

1 rnd/lvl

100'

30. Call Sun - Spell creates a burning sun like orb high in the sky,
illuminating night as if day within the area of effect. Treat as Utter Light.

40)

Golden Chariot

1 Chariot

10 min/lvl

10'

35. Mass Aura III - As SunAura III, but effects 1 target/lvl

Corona

10'/lvl

-

self

40. Golden Chariot - Spell creates a chariot of shimmering gold, pulled by 2
gold horses. The chariot can hold up to 4 occupants, fly up to 50mph.

Golden Avatar

caster

1 min/lvl

self

30)

45)
50)

1. Daylight – Lights a 10’R area about the point touched.
2. SunAura I – Causes a bright aura about the target, providing a more
powerful appearance and subtracting 10 from all attacks on the target.
3. SunArmor – Target is protected from natural heat to 150d and +10 and
1/2 damage vs Heat attacks.
4. Sun Bolt I – A SMALL size bolt of gold is shot from the palm of the caster;
results are determined on the Fire Bolt Table with Plasma crits.
5. SunBlade - Caster's weapon bursts into golden flames. Weapon will inflict
a Plasma Crit of equal severity.
6. Utter Daylight – As DayLight I, except it is the equivalent of full daylight.
It also cancels all magically created darkness for the duration. Utterdarkness
must make opposing rolls to cancel.
7. SunWall – Creates an opaque wall of golden fire (up to 10’x10’x6’). Anyone
passing through it takes an A Plasma critical (no RR).

45. Corona - An envelope of super-heated gas rolls out from Caster.
Everyone in radius takes a Plasma crit (no RR) based on distance. E within
100', D 100-200, C 200-300, B 300-400, A 400+
50. Golden Avatar - As SunBlade, SunShield, Plasma Armor, Wings of Fire,
and SunAura III plus caster can increase up to 2 size categories.
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• CAY •
“Disciples”

Symbol: Bisected Circle.
Overview. The Disciples of Cay are one of the more
common Priests of Orhan found throughout the
hemisphere. Temples, also known as Gymnasiums,
are part religious centers and
part training center. The
Disciples
are
open
and
welcoming—they
see
the
pursuit of physical perfection
and fighting skills as honoring
their god.
Clergy:.The Disciples of Cay
avoid outward appearances of
rank and recruit and train
without regard to gender or
race. When training, Disciples
wear loose clothes or simple
tunics bereft of adornment. For
religious ceremonies and Holy
Days, they don understated
ornamental robes.
Structure/Organization:.Each
Temple is autonomous with
independent leadership. The
Disciples are divided into three
sects: Ecclesiastics (Priests),
Monastics
(Monks)
and
Nomastics (Fighters/Warrior Monks). Each
Temple is also served by volunteer servants.

Temples: Cay’s Temples are small chapels and a
larger facility that includes training areas, barracks
and a communal dining area. A few Temples in
larger cities are much grander, but the majority of
Temples are humble affairs consisting of a 30’ x 60’
hall with a simple stone or wood
altar. The Gymnasium is used for
training amongst the sect but also
offer group and individual training
of physical and martial skills. The
training center can include
obstacle courses, fighting rings,
exercise equipment and grassy
fields for athletic events. The
money from fees and donations is
school is used to support the
church.
The 3 Sects: Temples are staffed
by three branches of the Church
and all share in the day-to-day
chores and responsibilities of
running the temple. There are no
servants or staff.

Ecclesiastics. There are typically 24 Priests staffing each Temple.
They provide spiritual guidance
and leadership, oversee religious ceremonies
(simple 20-minute prayer services performed
3 times/day) and magical training for
Priests and Monastics.
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Monastics. Combining martial skills with
some channeling ability, the Monastic arm of
the Temple act as both instructors and
warriors.

Priest Requirements: Priests and Monks are
expected to be public representatives of their God:
brave, valorous, and protective of the peoples of
Kulthea.

Nomastics. These Disciples are focused on
spreading the physical and martial arts to
the followers of Orhan. They are the primary
instructors and tutors in the Gymnasiums.
They have also trained the militant arms of
the other religions, acted as warriors against
the Unlife and work in coordination with
other Priests to further the goals of the
Orhan pantheon.

Important Dates: Victory Day that celebrates the
end of the Wars of Dominion is a significant date for
the Church. The Church also celebrates a variety of
“Saint Days” that honors and recognizes Disciples
that performed an extraordinary service or excelled
in some way. Many of the Saints were “marked” or
interacted directly with Cay.

Allies:.Cay and the Disciples are seen quite
favorably by the peoples of Kulthea. Cay’s
intervention in the Wars of Dominion helped sway
the battle and win the war. The Disciples and the
Changramai share a deep and mutual respect.
Enemies: The Disciples are fierce foes of the Unlife
and have an intense rivalry with the followers of
Z’taar and his Battle-Priests. The followers of Scalu
are enemies due to the humiliating defeat by Cay
during the Wars of Dominion.
Worshippers:.Cay is a popular
God with many followers. He
is a favorite of warriors and
soldiers and the Disciples are
welcomed by the common
people for their good looks,
friendliness and as guardians
against the darkness.
Recruitment: The Temples of
Cay have open enrollment
every year where they test and
assess potential recruits. Based
on the assessments a qualified new recruit may join
one of the sects. Many of the poor will offer their
children up for recruitment; partly to reduce the
hardship of supporting a child, and partly due to
their respect or devotion of Cay and his followers.
Training: A Temple will provide appropriate
training and the pertinent skills for a Priest, Monk,
Warrior Monk or Fighter.

General Attitude:.Disciples are seen as brave and
honest warriors who see battle and physical
accomplishments as honoring their gods.
Significant Artifacts/Items:
Cay’s Spear. The Disciples most precious
artifact was left by Cay at the end of the
Wars of Dominion. This Dir-wood spear
shaft is mounted with an adamantine head.
Holy, it strikes as a +40 Lance, of Slaying
Unlife. Can be thrown without range
penalties to 600’ and
returns to wielder via
instant Long Door. The
spear is kept in a secure
vault in a remote Temple
in Emer.

Disciples of Cay as PCs:
Due to the informal
operation of Temples and
its desire to pursue and
fight the forces of the
Unlife, it is not unusual to
see Disciples of all three sects outside of the Temple.
Unlike the Changramai, who share some combat
techniques, Disciples do not ask for pay or
compensation; they will tithe any reward to their
Temple. Followers of Cay will not participate in
goals that go against their beliefs, pursue riches or
act immorally or unethically. They will pursue and
engage followers of the Unlife or the Gods of
Charon eagerly!
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Level
1)

Spell

Cay
Area of
Effect

Duration

Range

Refresh

Caster

--

self

2)

Sure Footed

Caster

10 min/lvl

self

3)

Balance

Caster

10 min/lvl

self

4)

Cay's Fists

Caster

5)

Throw I

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

6)

Strength I

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

7)

Speed I

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

8)

Endurance

Caster

10 min/lvl

self

9)

Stoicism I

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

10)

Cay's Spear

special

1 min/lvl

self

11)

Youth

Caster

1 day

self

12)

Battle Awareness

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

13)

Throw II

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

14)

Resistance

Caster

1 day

self

15)

Stoicism II

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

16)

Strength II

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

17)

Speed II

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

18)

Throw III

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

19)

Cay's Aura

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

20)

Cay's Armor

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

25)

Stoicism V

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

30)

Throw True

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

35)

Stoicism True

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

40)

Battle Cry

10'/lvl

1 rnd/lvl

self

50)

Spirit of Battle

Caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

self

1. Refresh - Caster is instaneously relieved of any fatigue.
2. Sure Footed - Caster can traverse slippery, rough or
treacherous terrain as if normal flat ground.
3. Balance - Caster has perfect balance and can traverse
narrow paths at least 1" thick. Unbalance criticals are
reduced by 2 degrees of severity.
4. Cay's Fists - Casters hands are covered in shimmering
silver aura. Caster can parry weapons and treated as
magical for purposes of "to hit".
5. Throw I - Caster can throw a weapon using handaxe
ranges with no range penalty.
6. Strength I - Caster is imbued with magically strength
and +3 to strength bonus.
7. Speed I - Caster is imbued with magical speed. +3 to Qu
bonus.
8. Endurance - Caster is unaffected by fatigue for duration
of spell.
9. Stoicism I - Caster's threshold for pain is increased.
Stun effects are reduced by 1 rnd, and dam penalties are
reduced by -10 for duration of spell.

10. Cay's Spear - Caster summons a shimmering silver
spear. Treat as magical for purposes of "to hit". Spear can
be thrown and will disappear and reappear in casters hand
in 1 rnd.
11. Youth - Caster appears as a younger, healthy version
of themselves. 95 appearance or +10 to appearance bonus.
12. Battle Awareness - Caster has full awareness of
360degrees. There are no flank or rear penalties for
actions or defense.
13. Throw II - Caster can throw a weapon using spear
ranges with no range penalty.
14. Resistance - Caster is immune to normal weather
temperatures of heat/cold down to -20F to 120F.
15. Stoicism II - As Stoicism I, but Stun effects are
reduced by 2 rnd, and dam penalties are reduced by -20 for
duration of spell.
16. Strength II - Caster is imbued with magically
strength. +5 to str bonus and will delivery 2x hits.
17. Speed II - Caster is imbued with magical speed. +5 to
Qu bonus and 20% to speed. (+20 it init, 20% extra action
points or +20 to actions)
14. Throw III - Caster can throw a weapon using longbow
ranges with no range penalty.
19. Cay's Aura - Caster is surrounded by a glowing aura.
Foes must save vs Fear and are at -25 for all attacks
against caster.
20. Cay's Armor - The caster is covered in mystial
shimmering silver armor. Treat as AT10 with no
encumbrance or armor penalties.
25. Stoicism V - As Stoicism I, but Stun effects are reduced
by 5 rnd, and dam penalties are reduced by -50 for
duration of spell.
30. Throw True - Caster can throw a weapon against any
target he can physically see without range penalties.
35. Stoicism True - As Stoicism I, but caster ignores Stun
and dam penalties for duration of spell.
40. Battle Cry - Caster calls out to embolden his allies. All
friends within range are at +10 for all actions for duration
of spell, +50 vs Fear/morale.
50. Spirit of Battle - Caster is imbued with the holy power
of Cay. He can increase his size by 2. +10 to str and qu
bon. Immune to stuns and fatigue. 100% speed increase.
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• TERIS •
Messengers

Symbol: Winged Feet
AKA: Messengers of Teris, Travelers.
Overview. While the Messengers of Teris are a
loose organization of acolytes and priests, they are
the glue that holds together the Orhan pantheon.
The Messengers are the communication channel
between the various religions and temples
throughout Kulthea. They are not like the
Navigators who ride the Flows or Jump with the aid
of the Compass. Instead, most Messengers travel
normal paths and roads (but perhaps at higher
speeds when necessary) and only provide services to
the Orhan religions.
Clergy: The Messengers of Teris are loose knit
organization of free-spirited travelers. They wear
practical road clothes and pack lightly, skilled at
survival and self-sufficiency. Their knowledge of
local regions surpasses the Navigators, and they
know the hidden paths and secret safe places for
refuge or to escape the servants of the Unlife.
Shrines of the Travelers:
Structure/Organization: The Messengers are few
and most rarely stay in one place. Messengers are
regularly stationed at Temples of Kuor, the major
cathedrals of the United Orhan Church. The
followers of Teris build shrines in remote places,
certify roadhouses and inns that are safe for
travelers, and set caches of supplies and drop
messages wherever possible. They have developed a
complex rune code to mark safe paths, alert others
of dangers or convey other simple information.
Basically, they act as a communication network for
the Priests of Orhan without relying on the
Navigators or the Astrologers of the Sun-Temples.

Functions: The Messengers provide regular
communication services between major temples and
population centers and connect the UOC in Jaiman.
But one of the additional services is to gather news
and information as they travel throughout the
world. Their observations, input and impressions
are passed along to the local Priests to keep them
abreast of any issues. Conversely, Messengers will
be used by Temples to spread pronouncements,
proclamations or other news to area towns, villages
and peoples.
Messenger Code: While it appears to be a simple
pictograph system, the Code is quite complex, is
changed and updated frequently and generally
known only to other Messengers. Positioning,
orientation and the chosen surface can actually
provide context, misdirection or point to the
location of the true message. However, some basic
glyphs are widely understood and relied upon by
other travelers.
Allies:.The Messengers are seen as allies and
servants of all the Orhan religions. They are given
shelter and succor whenever needed, without
question.
Enemies: Even the Charon gods are reluctant to
interfere with the Messengers.
Worshippers: Without real temples, Teris is
honored in a general way by travelers and
wayfarers. Tinkerers and gypsies offer Teris their
due and most roadhouses and highway taverns will
have a tithe box for Teris by the door.
Recruitment: New acolytes are usually recruited
from by Messengers during their travels. They are
always on the lookout for audacious and exception
young men and women and will keep an eye on them
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until they are old enough to be invited. A rare few
will hear the “call”, a direct message from Teris
himself!
Training: Recruits will work as an apprentice,
assistant and partner with an experienced
Messenger. Much of the training is in the field:
survival, tradecraft, languages, writing, social skills
and
even
some
diplomacy.
Priest Requirements:
Stamina, wanderlust but
focus on mission. Priests
are
often
familiar
presences in their regular
stops. They are known to
be womanizers but will
not “marry” or follow any
culturally
binding
ceremony.
General Attitude and Image: Messengers of Teris
are seen favorably by most cultures. The Priests will
bestow blessings on departing caravans, provide
useful news and road updates and may even carry a
short message for a tither or follower.
Significant Artifacts/Items:
Road Cloak. Dark green cloak that is worn by
Messengers when they are “on the road”. The cloak
is +15 to Stalk & Hide, waterproof, provides
protection from natural heat and cold (0f-100f) and
contains a variety of pockets to store scrolls and
other types of messages. The cloak will also repel
dirt and grime and appear clean at all times.

Boots of the Traveler. Upon attaining 10th lvl, a
Messenger will be given a pair of enchanted boots.
The boots act as a constant “Sure-Footed” (Teris
Base Lvl 1) and +10 to all MM.
Messenger Ring. Each Messenger has a crafted ring,
unique to them bearing their emblem. The ring is
used to stamp a packet or message to note which
Messenger was used.
Messengers as PCs. Due to
the nature of their calling, it
would be unusual to have a
regular party member be a
Messenger of Teris. For a
singular situation, a Scion or
other Temple’s High Priest
may assign a Messenger to
guide the party on an
important Church sanctioned
mission.
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Level
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
30)
35)
40)
19)
50)

Spell
Sure Footed
Run
Haste I
Wall Running
Underwater Movement
Minor Passage
Sprint
Haste II
Mass Sure Footed
Wind Running
Major Passage
Fast Sprint
Haste III
Ceiling Running
Flow Runner I
Mass Underwater
Movement
Dash
Haste IV
Mass Fast Sprint
Flow Runner II
Mass Ceiling Running
Race
Haste V
Mass Dash
Flow Runner III
Godly Pace
Flow Runner True
Mass Haste V
Mass Godly Pace
Mass Flow Runner

Teris
Area of
Effect
Caster
Caster
Caster
Caster
Caster
5'/lvl
Caster
Caster
1 target/lvl
Caster
5'/lvl
Caster
Caster
Caster
Caster
1 target/lvl
Caster
Caster
1 target/lvl
Caster
1 target/lvl
Caster
Caster
1 target/lvl
Caster
Caster
Caster
1 target/lvl
1 target/lvl
1 target/lvl

Duration
1 hr/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl
10min/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl
10min/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl
10min/lvl
1hr/lvl
10
min/lvl
1hr/lvl
1min/lvl
hr/lvl
1hr/lvl
10min/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 hr/lvl

1. Sure Footed - Caster can traverse slippery, rough or
treacherous terrain as if normal flat ground. (no MM
roll)
2. Run - Caster can move at a Run (2x) pace for
duration of spell without any fatigue.
3. Haste I - Caster gains +20% actions.
4. Wallrunning – Caster can run on solid surfaces up to
90° as if they were on normal ground.
5. Underwater Movement – Caster can move and take
action underwater as if on land.
6. Minor Passage - Caster can open up a Medium size
passage through a Minor Essence Flow.
7. Sprint - Caster can move at a Sprint (3x) pace for
duration of spell without any fatigue.
8. Haste II - Target gains +40% actions.
9. Mass Sure Footed - As Sure Footed but affects up to
1 target/lvl
10. Wind Running - Caster can run on windy air,
despite wind speed or direction. This spell only allows
for horizontal movement. Vertical movement must be
achieved by other means.

Range
self
self
self
self
self
5'
self
self
100'
self
5'
self
self
self
self
100'
self
self
100'
self
100'
self
self
100'
self
self
self
100'
100'
100'

11. Major Passage - Caster can open up a Medium size
passage through a Major Essence Flow.
12. Fast Sprint - Caster can move at a 4x pace for
duration of spell without any fatigue.
13. Haste III - Caster gains +60% actions.
14. Ceiling Running – As Ceiling Walking, except
caster may run.
15. Flow Runner I - Caster can "ride" within an
Essaence Flow at 25mph.
16. Mass Underwater Movement – As Underwater
Movement, but affects 1 target/lvl.
17. Dash - Caster can move at a 5x pace for duration of
spell without any fatigue.
18. Haste IV - Caster gains +80% actions.
19. Mass Fast Sprint - As Fast Sprint but affects 1
target/lvl.
20. Flow Runner II - As Flow Runner I, but caster
moves at 50mph.
21. Mass Ceiling Running - As Ceiling Running but
affects 1 target/lvl.
22. Race - Caster can move at a 6x pace for duration of
spell without any fatigue.
23. Haste V - Caster gains +100% actions.
24. Mass Dash - As Dash but affects 1 target/lvl.
25. Flow Runner III - As Flow Runner I, but caster
moves at 75mph.
30. Godly Pace - Caster can move at a 10x pace for
duration of spell without any fatigue.
35. Flow Runner True - As Flow Runner I, but caster
moves at 150mph.
40. Mass Haste V - As Haste V, but affects 1 target/lvl.
45. Mass Godly Pace - As Godly Pace but affects 1
target/lvl.
50. Mass Flow Runner - As Flow Runner II, but affects
1 target/lvl.
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• REANN •
Path of Dreams
AKA: Dream-Priests, The Path
Symbol: Silver Moon

or have ability to tap into their dream state abilities
and are identified by the Priests.

Overview. The mysterious Dream-Priests of Reann
tend small temples known as cloisters found
throughout Kulthea. These sanctuaries are safe
havens from the forces of Unlife. While the temples
provide safety and respite, the priests themselves
are also tireless warriors against the Unlife; often
patrolling the dark nights during the Night of the
Third Moon.

Structure/Organization: Most of the Cloisters are
independent; there is not centralized Church
leadership but there is cooperation between
Temples. The highest priest of a Cloister is the
Dream Master. The Cloisters can communicate
through sleeping dreams. They are in constant
contact and keep each other apprised of any
noticeable activity with the Unlife or Dark Gods.

The Cloisters. Temples to Reann are monastic
enclaves found in cities, towns and in remote
locations. Cloisters are usually single-story
buildings surrounding a large inner courtyard. A
ceremonial pathway winds through the courtyard,
meditation chambers, reflecting pools, water
fountains and open-roofed “dream-rooms”. Braziers
with soothing herbs (and mild psychedelic effects)
burn throughout the facility: visitors will feel Calm
and relaxed. {Within the Cloisters, dreams will be
undisturbed, 30% increase in PP/HP rejuvenation,
+25 to meditation). The entries to the Temples are
warded with Kavarite stone footers and lintels {RR
vs 30th lvl for Unlife or Demonic to pass}

Allies: The Path of Dreams is one of the subtler
Orhan religions and if often misunderstood. Many
followers of Phaon feel that the Dream-Priests are
too close to the “dark” and risk falling under the
influence of the Unlife or the dark forces they
pursue.

Clergy:.In the Cloisters the Dreaming-Priests wear
midnight blue robes and hoods. They rarely interact
with worshippers and visitors—they
move quietly around the facility,
anonymously overseeing guests and
supplicants. At night, many of the DreamPriests will venture forth to seek out
servants of the Unlife. During their
nightly excursions they will don their
dark hooded cloaks and wear an onyx
amulet that glows within 50’ of the Unlife.
Recruiting. New members of the Church
are found through the Sleeping Dream.
Most often these are children that show

Enemies: The Dream-Priests are fierce foes of the
Unlife and Scalu and his followers. However, their
greatest and most formidable foe are the Heralds of
the Night. They have rarely defeated these agents of
the Unlife but have been able to drive them off to
save a defenseless victim.
Worshippers: Reann attracts a wide range of
devout followers as well as general worship from
followers of Orhan who pray for a peaceful night’s
rest.
Training: The Cloisters follow a strict
training regimen and spartan lifestyle.
Days are long and nights are often spent
in the Sleeping Dream. Once a Priest has
proven themselves, they are permitted to
leave the Cloisters at night in search of
foes. A typical day may look like this:
•
meal.
•
•
•
•

Dawn. Rise, bath and partake in a simple
Early Morning-Noon. Studies& training.
Noon. 30 minutes break.
12:30-3. Work, chores and cleaning.
3-5. Meditation.
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•
•
•

5-Dusk. Light meal, studies & attend to visitors and
worshippers.
Dusk to midnight. Meditation and light sleep.
Midnight to Dawn. Sleeping Dream or Night Hunts.

Important Dates: The Dream-Priests are
especially vigilant on the Night of Third Moon and
offer sanctuary at their temples during the rise of
Charon. Key dates also coincide with the wax/wane
of Orhan.
General Attitude and Image: The Priests are
remote and mysterious, without a “common touch”
with their followers. The Priests themselves feel
that the population at the whole does not
understand the dangers of the Unlife or the
encroaching dark forces and do not appreciate their
sacrifices or efforts in the dark of night. Perhaps not
aloof, but the Priests are often seen as distant and
distracted—many of them in a seeming half-trance.
Significant Artifacts/Items:
Mind Alterants. The Priests use several
substances: hallucinogens, mood alterants
and psychedelic. These include:
•
•

Somiren. Restores as nights’ sleep or meditation.
Resha. Allows mental contact with friend. (10 miles x level
of imbiber) Contact lasts 6 rounds.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Paran. See invisible things or beings for 10 minutes.
Basira. (“gloweyes”) Allows one to perceive Essænce Flows, and
enchantments. Imbiber’s eyes glow red. (1 hr).
Furk. Enhanced vision (x3 plus mild infravision) for 3 hrs.1x/day.
Selig. Enhances hearing 1 hr.
Oranto. Haste (6 rnds) user takes 20 hits due to drug reaction 10
rounds after being taken.
Finrot. (“fang”) Strong Hallucinogen. Imbiber is in a trance
(subtract 90 from perception,60 from maneuver and melee but add
50 to subconscious and dream activities) and has sometimes
prophetic visions. (2-3hours).

Cloak of Dusk Falling. +25 to Stalk & Hide
in dusk & nighttime. +15db, +20 vs heat and
cold attacks.
Warning Amulet. A large onyx set in silver
will glow within 50’ of the Unlife. (treat as
20th lvl Detect Unlife).
Dusk Sword. +10, +25 vs Unlife. Against
Unlife will do an extra Disruption Critical of
equal severity.

Dream-Priests as PCs. A priest of Reann could be
an interesting addition to the group. Low level
Priests would be lacking adequate training and only
be allowed on specific tasks. Many communities
have few resources to combat the Unlife or other
foes: if there is not a Temple of Phaon or Cay nearby
they may petition the Cloisters for assistance.
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Level
1)

Spell
Darkvision

12. Dark Cloak - As Shadow Cloak but +100 to hiding and all
attacks against caster are at -25.

Reann
Area of
Effect

Duration

Range

1 target

1min/lvl

100'

13. Sleep X - As Sleep I, but affects up to 10 targets.

2)

Shadow Cloak

Caster

10min/lvl

self

3)

Dark Control

5'R/lvl

1 rnd/lvl

100'

4)

Detect Unlife

100'/lvl

1 rnd/lvl

5)

Sleep I

1 target

1 min/lvl

6)

Mind Type

1 target

7)

1 target

1 rnd/lvl

8)

Read Dream
Mass Darkvision

14. Shadow Caster I - Caster's body becomes an insubstantial
shadowy form. Caster cannot manipulate physical objects but is
immune to all normal physical attacks, cannot cast spells,
self
receives an "A" Electricity critical each round is exposed to
natural light, takes x2 damage/slaying from light based attacks.
100'
He can travel 10'/rnd but must have contact with a solid
touch
surface(floor, wall, ceiling etc but cannot pass through physical
1mile/lvl objects).

1 target/lvl

1 min/lvl

100'

9)

Implant Dream

1 target

varies

1mile/lvl

10)

Protection from Unlife I

1'r/lvl

1 min/lvl

11)

Analyze Unlife

1 target

-

12)

Dark Cloak

Caster

10min/lvl

13)

Sleep X

10 targets

14)

Shadow Caster I

15)
16)

15. Read Dream True - As Read Dream, but no range limitation.
16. Summon Steed - Caster can summon a White Unicorn to act
as steed for the duration of the spell.

100'

17. Implant Dream True - As Implant Dream, but no range
limitation.

1 min/lvl

100'

caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

Read Dream True

1 target

varies

none

18. Dark Control True - Caster can control intensity of darkness
(to Utterdarkness) within AoE.
19. Protection from Unlife II - Unlife must make an RR to enter
radius of spell and all attacks are at -25.

Summon Steed

1 mount

1 hr/lvl

17)

Implant Dream True

1 target

varies

18)

Dark Control True

50'/lvl

1 rnd/lvl

19)

Protection from Unlife II

5'r/lvl

1 min/lvl

20)

Dream Master

1 target

varies

25)

Banish Unlife

1 target

30)

Sleep True

1 target/lvl

10min/lvl

100'/lvl

35)

Shadow Caster True

caster

1 rnd/lvl

self

40)

Mass Dream

varies

varies

none

none

20. Dream Master - Caster can enter a target’s Dream and
interact & communicate with target but cannot harm the target
via the Dream.

none

25. Banish Unlife - Caster can banish the Unlife from a possessed
or controlled creature. If the target is an intrinsic creature of the
Unlife the spell will cause a Disruption crit of 1 severity per 10%
failure.

100'

50)

Dream Lord
1 target
varies
1. Darkvision – As Nightvision, except any darkness can be seen
through. No light at all is needed for this spell to work.
2. Shadow Cloak - Caster is veiled in a cloak of churning
shadows +50 to hiding in shadow/dark and making visual
identification impossible.
3. Dark Control – Caster can control the intensity of darkness
within the area of effect; but cannot lighten past its normal state.
4. Detect Unlife - Caster can detect presence and general
direction of Unlife within range.
5. Sleep I - Target must make an RR or fall into a deep sleep.
6. Mind Type - Caster can memorize a "pattern" of target for use
in Dream spells. Caster can have 1 mind typed/skill ranks in
spell list.
7. Read Dream - Caster can "read" the dreams of one sleeping
target that has been Mind Typed.
8. Mass Darkvision - As Darkvision, but effects 1 target/lvl.
9. Implant Dream - Caster can implant a specific dream into a
Mind Typed target while the target is sleeping. The dream
cannot harm the target.
10. Protection from Unlife I - Unlife must make an RR to enter
radius of spell and all attacks are at -25.
11. Analyze Unlife - Caster will know the general level, power
and capabilities of an Unlife creature.

none

30. Sleep True - Caster can put all targets within range 100'/rnd
into a deep sleep for duration of spell.
35. Shadow Caster True - Caster's body becomes an insubstantial
shadowy form. Caster is immune to all normal physical attacks,
cannot cast spells, receives an "A" Electricity critical each round
is exposed to natural light, takes x2 damage/slaying from lightbased attacks. He can travel 50'/rnd in any direction, even thru
physical objects.
40. Mass Dream - Caster can implant a Dream into any or all of
the followers of Reann, even if not Mind Typed.
50. Dream Lord - As Dream Master but caster can inflict pain,
fear and even cause heart failure if target fails RR.
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Shaal, destroyer and storm lord.
We ask for safe passage,
Calm seas and fair winds.
With this gift, we ask for your benevolence,
While we travel over your realm.

• Shaal •
The Stormbringers

AKA: Sea-Priests, Priests of the Deep, StormPriests
Symbol: Trident & Wave
Overview. The Priests of Shaal can be found in
temples along the coastlines of Kulthea as well as
undersea among the great Mermen civilizations.
Shaal’s Clergy, the Stormbringers, forge a link
between the seafaring cultures and the volatile God
of the eceans. Like Shaal, the priests tend to be
overly serious stern father figures for their
worshippers.
Clergy:.The Priests of Shaal wear striking robes of
iridescent blue or green scales and ornaments of
mother of pearl, pearls and coral. They work closely
with their communities, overseeing the flow of
offerings to Shaal to secure a ship’s safe passage or
provide a boon to a village’s fishing fleet.
Recruitment. The Priests have a constant supply of
petitions to join their ranks. Some perhaps are
escaping a life of fisherman, while others feel the
deep call of the ocean. Either way, the
Stormbringers rely upon their local communities to
select and provide an area youth to take up religious
training and service at the temple. It is considered
an honor for both the youth’s village and their
family to be selected—more so when the youth is
favored in the Fall ceremony.
Rituals: The religion of Shaal is very ritualistic,
requiring constant offerings to the sea to appease
their mercurial lord. For land dwelling creatures,
entry into the priesthood requires a terrifying

ceremony: the Fall. A participant must ascend a
ceremonial stair to a cliffside temple. After being
purified and reciting oaths, they dive or jump from
the cliff into the ocean below. Some survive the fall,
but a very few will be “caught by an immense watery
hand that forms from the waves”. This shows special
favor from the God.
Shaal has less patience for land dwellers
(“airbreathers”), but accepts their offerings, oaths
and worship. Followers are expected to tithe and
make offerings regularly. These offerings are cast
into the sea.
Structure/Organization:.Temples of Shaal are
prominent structures that are built on the
waterfront, preferably on a cliff or rise that
overlooks the ocean below. Smaller shrines only
staffed by a single priest can be found in smaller
towns and villagers. Despite their small size, these
shrines play a critical role in their community. The
Priest will often act as the local mediator or judge in
disputes and preside over holidays and celebrations.
Allies: Shaal is feared and worshipped by any who
sail upon the seas or travel beneath the waves. The
Stormbringers are usually seen favorably by the
undersea Mermen and Shuluri cultures.
Enemies: The Stormbringers are relentless foes of
the Unlife. However, compared to the other Orhan
gods, the Priests of Shaal have more tolerance for
some of the Dark Gods and their followers, perhaps
due to their similarity in chaotic temperament.
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Worshippers: Merchants, traders, sailors will pay
tribute and give honor to Shaal—especially before a
sea journey. For cultures that live by or beneath the
seas, Shaal is the preferred Orhanian Lord.
Recruitment and Training:
Priest Requirements: Priests perform many ritual
offering ceremonies, staff temples and shrines and
travel through coastal communities. Some will
accompany important trade or fishing fleets to
appease Shaal.
General Attitude and Image: The Stormbringers
are respected and honored but feared more than
beloved. Their stern, no-nonsense attitudes demand
compliance and worship. Their important role in
coastal communities and maritime trade cannot be
disputed.
Significant Artifacts/Items:
Scale Armor. Shimmering green/blue wyvern scales.
+20 AT11 50% encumbrance penalty. +15 to
swimming. +15 vs water attacks.
Trident. Metal shaft with tines of seadrake horn.
+15. Can be thrown underwater as if on land.
Song of the Deep. This large pink and purple conch
shell can be sounded and will call aid from undersea
denizens within 20 miles. There is a 10% chance that
sounding the shell will call Neela as well. It can be
sounded 1x/year.
Avantine. A 9” pearl of glimmering black. X6 PP,
+25 to casting water spells. Wielder is immune to
all water attacks.
Torc of Shaal. Intricate jewelry of gold and colored
coral. Allows user to Command sea creatures within
100’. Travel on water or through water (50’/rnd) at
will. 1x/day wielder can take the form of any sea
creature up to V. Large size.

Stormbringers as PCs. Priests of Shaal would be a
great asset to a group adventuring on, or under, the
ocean! Priests would be allowed to join a group, but
Shaal is not going to countenance his Priests

travelling inland for any period of time unless under
extraordinary circumstance.
When on an ocean voyage with a Stormbringer, the
GM should allow the Priest to reduce encounter
rolls by 2%/lvl.
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Shaal
Level
1)

Spell
Breathe Water

Area of Effect

Duration

Range

1 target

10 min/lvl

100'

2)

Water Vision

1 target

10 min/lvl

100'

3)

1 target

10 min/lvl

100'

1 target

10 min/lvl

100'

5)

Waterwalk
Underwater
Movement
Water Bolt I

6)

Water Running

1 target

10 min/lvl

100'

7)

Propel I

Medium

1 hour/lvl

100'

8)

1 elemental

1 min/lvl

100'

9)

Elemental I
Mass Breathe Water

1 target/lvl

10 min/lvl

100'

10)

Mass Watervision

1 target/lvl

10 min/lvl

100'

11)

Water Bolt II
Propel II
Mass Underwater
Move
Elemental II

1 target

1 target

16)

Water Bolt III
Propel III

varies

1 hour/lvl

100'

17)

Mass Waterwalking

1 target/lvl

10 min/lvl

100'

18)

Water Dome
Elemental III

1'R/lvl

1 min/lvl

100'

19)

1 elemental

1 min/lvl

100'

20)

Water Bolt IV

1 target

25)

Propel True

varies

1 hour/lvl

100'

30)

Elemental IV

1 elemental

1 min/lvl

100'

35)

Maelstrom

5'R/lvl

1 rnd/lvl

40)

Lord Propel

varies

1 hour/lvl

45)

Tsunami

5'/lvlhx100'/lvl

50)

Leviathan

1 target

4)

12)
13)
14)
15)

1 target

100'

100'

varies

1 hour/lvl

100'

1 target/lvl

10 min/lvl

100'

1 elemental

1 min/lvl

100'
100'

100'

1 min/lvl

1. Breathe Water - Target can breathe water as if air and
adapt for water pressure to 50'/lvl for the duration of the
spell.
2. Watervision – Caster can see 100' in any water (including
murky water) as if through air in daylight
3. Waterwalk - Target can walk on calm waters as if it is a
firm surface.
4. Underwater Movement – Caster can take action
underwater as if on land.
5. Water Bolt I – A SMALL size bolt of water is shot from
the palm of the caster (a water source must be within 10’);
results are determined on the Water Bolt Table.
6. Water Running - As Waterwalk, but target can run.
7. Propel I - Caster or 1 object up to MEDIUM size can be
propelled through water (under or on surface) at 20'/rnd.
Direction can be controlled if Caster concentrates or though
mechanical device (oar, rudder, etc).
8. Elemental I - Summons a Small Water Elemental
(Servant). Will obey simple commands or stay within 5-10'
behind caster.
9. Mass Breathe Water - As Breathe Water but effects 1
target/lvl.

10. Mass Watervision - As Watervision but effects 1
target/lvl.
11. Water Bolt II – As Water Bolt I, but treat as MEDIUM
size.
12. Propel II - As Propel I, but can propel 2 Med at 40'/rnd
or 1 Large object/creature at 20'/rnd. Direction can be
controlled if Caster concentrates or though mechanical
device (oar, rudder, etc).
13. Mass Waterwalking - As Waterwalking but effects 1
target/lvl.
14. Elemental II - Summons a Medium Water Elemental.
Will obey simple commands or stay within 5-10' behind
caster.
15. Water Bolt III – As Water Bolt I, but treat as LARGE
size.
16. Propel II - As Propel I, but can propel 4 Med at 60'/rnd
or 2 Large object/creature at 40'/rnd or 1 Huge at 20'/rnd.
Direction can be controlled if Caster concentrates or though
mechanical device (oar, rudder, etc).
17. Mass Waterwalking - As Waterwalking but effects 1
target/lvl.
18. Water Dome - A dome of water is created. Treat as
Waterwall. If cast underwater, the dome will act as a water
bubble with enough air to last the duration of the spell.
19. Elemental III - Summons a Large Water Elemental.
Will obey simple commands or stay within 5-10' behind
caster.
20. Water Bolt Iv – As Water Bolt I, but treat as V.
LARGE size.

25. Propel True - As Propel I, but can propel 1 Med
100'/lvl target/lvl at 80'/rnd or 4 Large object/creature at 60'/rnd
100'
or 2 Huge at 40'/rnd.
1000'/lvl 30. Elemental IV - Summons a V. Large Water Elemental.
Will obey simple commands or stay within 5-10' behind
varies
caster.
35. Maelstrom – Creates a whirlpool with a 5'/lvl radius in
any liquid body that will draw in any objects in the liquid up
to 500’ away. Objects within 100' must make an ABSURD
MM to escape, within 101-200' must make a Sheer Folly,
200-300' a Extremely Hard and 300-500' a Very Hard. Any
object caught within the center vortex will take a +50
HUGE Ram attack each round.
40. Lord Propel - As Propel I, but can propel 1 target/lvl
100'/rnd.
45. Tsunami - Caster creates huge wall of water that will
travel up to the range of the spell. Anythign within it's path
will suffer a +100 HUGE Ram attack.
50. Leviathan - Caster summons a "Leviathan" or similar
Huge+ creature from the ocean depths to do their bidding.
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…and I say to you that the Darkness is coming to these lands! Now is the time to put your faith in the Lords for the
coming conflict. Would you trust the sly counsel of the Loremasters or place your faith in the secrets of the ancients? Was
it not those forbidden powers that brought our ancestors doom and destruction? Would you trust in your rulers or the
Guilds? They are selfish in their aims and care little for the common man. Their loyalty is only to their own power and
wealth.
Who will stand beside you but the noble might of Orhan? I ask you to gather your strength, your courage and your faith.
Cast aside the false promises of the powerful and the learned; they offer you nothing for the coming battle of good and evil.
Join with us and the Lords of Orhan will stand with you…..
Excerpt, Exhortation of the Masses
Jorinn Al’Evart
High Priest of United Orhan Church

• VALRIS •
Order of the Light

AKA: Scholae (of Valris) or Valrins (slang)
Symbol: Eye of Wisdom
Note. This is an expanded version of the Order of the
Light featured in Powers.
Overview. More of a scholarly sect than an
organized religion of Valris, Scholae can be found in
remote monasteries, colleges and libraries
throughout Kulthea. Their “temples” are often
archives, libraries and repositories rather than
places of worship. They are known for their role as
tutors to the wealthy and powerful, and are often
referred to as Loremasters, leading to confusion
between the two groups.
Clergy:.The Scholae are men of learning and
knowledge. Depending on their rank they wear
robes of varying colors: gray for initiate, brown for
apprentice, blue for scholae and black for master.
Unlike the Scions of Kuor, the Priests of Valris have

little interest in politics or power. They believe that
“Truths” lead to enlightenment and that
enlightenment leads to clarity that favors Valris
(and the Lords of Orhan). Scholae are without ego
and lead lives of simple, almost monastic existence.
Unfortunately, the search for “Truths” will
occasionally lead a Scholae to the darker side of
power: the Unlife.
Initiates and Apprentices undergo intensive studies
but are also used for a variety of missions:
recovering important tomes or books, recording
important historical events, representing Valris at
minor holidays or as consultants for the other
religions. By the time they receive their blue robes,
a Scholae is expected to have chosen a field of study
and taken on a related research project.
Structure/Organization: The religion is decentralized; each Archive, College or Monastery are
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independent. Scholae may travel to other locations
to share learning, research or give lectures. The
clergy is defined by “Illuminations” or “circles of
disclosure”, each imparting a “mystery” of the world.
(These truths are about the Essence Flows, the
Gods, the Ages, and Technology)
Functions:
Like
the
Loremasters, the Scholae are
focused on keeping the flame of
learning, gnosis, alive. Unlike
the Loremasters, the Scholae
shy away from offering advice
or consultation. They will only
offer facts, knowledge or history
without the desire to shape
action. The Order of Light
possess many powerful artifacts:
both magical and technological
items from the 1st Era. These
are kept for study and research; the Master Scholae
fear these objects would fall into the wrong hands.
Allies:.The Scholae are generally seen as “neutral”
in so far as they don’t offer advice or interfere in
government or policy. The other religions of Orhan
rely upon the Scholae to preserve a record of history
and information regarding the Dark Gods and the
Unlife.
Enemies: While not seen as warriors or
combatants, both the servants of the Unlife and the
Dark Gods are wary of the Scholae and their power
of knowledge that they wield.
Worshippers: Valris’s followers usually come from
the educated upper classes of society and
professionals like Scribes, Scholars and Historians.
Many Loremasters are followers of Valris.
Recruitment and Training: The Scholae recruit at
a young age. Initiates start their instruction early in
all disciplines of Lore and scholarly pursuits.
Language, history, science, etc. By the time they
reach the rank of Scholae most Priests will have
chosen an area of expertise or focus.
Priest Requirements: Male only. The Scholae
recruit from both established academics and the
uninitiated. Scholae cannot marry or have a partner.

Important Dates: None. The Scholae are not
persuaded by uncivilized beliefs, despite their
loyalty to a “higher power”.
General Attitude and Image: The Scholae are seen
as overly serious: stern taskmasters to their pupils
and naïve to real world threats by the other Orhan
religions. Most people don’t see the
Valrins as true “Priests” but more as
scholars.
Significant Artifacts/Items:
Circlet of Pairing. This 1st Era
artifact is a simple platinum band
with 11 mounted Essaence crystals
set around its circumference. When
worn the object is “Absurd” to
attune. If Attunement fails by 25+
subject is in a coma for 1 day/1%. If
failed by 75 subject dies. If
successfully attunes, the Circlet allows for
instantaneous attunement to all Althan AI’s,
digital repositories, etc. The circlet is held in
a monastery in Emer (ref) and can contact
and bypass the curse on the Althan central
AI.
Scholae as PCs. Certainly, the pursuit of knowledge
requires a Priest of Valris to venture out of the
bookstacks. For adventures that require specialized
lore, or an opportunity to recover lost knowledge, a
Valrin could be a useful addition to the party.
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Level
1)
2)

Spell
Study I
Memorize

3)

Detect Power

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
25)
30)
35)
40)
50)

Observe
Valris's Calm
Duplicate
Recall I
Illustrate
Study V
Valris's Calm V
Perceive Power
Item Analysis
Protect Document I
Recall II
Valris's Calm X
Essaence Analysis
Study X
Protect Document II
Recall III
Study XX
Recall True
Valris's Calm True
Protect Doc True
True Analysis
Valris's Peace

Valris
Area of
Effect
caster
caster
5'R
caster
1 target
caster
caster
caster
caster
5 targets
1 target
1 target
1 target
caster
10 targets
1 target
caster
1 target
caster
caster
caster
1target/lvl
1 target
1'R/lvl
100'r/lvl

1. Study I - Allows Caster to read at x2
normal rate. Research times are reduced by
20%.
2. Memorize - Allows caster to perfectly
memorize(but not necessarily understand)
and later recall any text that he is reading.
Can be used in conjunction with Study spells.
3. Detect Power - Spell will detect and
idenfity realm/type and radius is 1'/lvl.
4. Observe - Caster will perfectly memorize
any action, event or scene that he is
watching, and later recall it perfectly.
5. Valris's Calm - Target is calmed and will
take no offensive action or make sudden or
aggressive movements.
6. Duplicate - Caster cancreate a duplicate of
a text that he has Memorized.
7. Recall I - Allows caster virtual recall of
any conversation or event he experienced
within 1 week/lvl.
8. Illustrate - Caster can draw/paint an exact
image of a scene that he Observed.
9. Study V - Allows Caster to read at x5
normal rate. Research times are reduced by
40%.
10. Valris's Calm V - As Valris's Calm, but
affects up to 5 targets.

Duration
10min/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 min/lvl
©
1 min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
varies
varies
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl

1 day/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10min/lvl
1mos/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 year/lvl

Range
self
self
100'
self
100'
self
self
self
self
100'
100'
100'
touch
self
100'
100'
self
touch
self
self
self
100'
touch
100'
caster

11. Perceive Power - Gives caster a general
sense of level of a person or creature
examined.
12. Item Analysis – One item may be
examined to see if it has magical power,
which realm the power is from, a general
idea of its origin, and its basic configuration.
13. Protect Document I - Magically protects
a scroll, book, tome or other organic
document up to 5lbs from water, damage or
other factors. Treat as 50th lvl RR or BF
100.
14. Recall II - Allows caster virtual recall of
any conversation or event he experienced
within 1 month/lvl.
15. Valris's Calm X - As Valris's Calm, but
affects up to 10 targets.
16. Essaence Analysis - Gives caster a sense
of power, type and size of a Essaence Flow or
Focus.
17. Study X - Allows Caster to read at x10
normal rate. Research times are reduced by
60%.
18. Protect Document II - Magically
protects a scroll, book, tome or other organic
document up to 5lbs from water, damage or
other factors. Treat as 50th lvl RR or BF
100.
19. Recall III - Allows caster virtual recall of
any conversation or event he experienced
within 1 year/lvl.
20. Study XX - Allows Caster to read at x20
normal rate. Research times are reduced by
80%.
25. Recall True - Allows caster virtual recall
of any conversation or event he experienced
within 100 year/lvl.
30. Valris's Calm V - As Valris's Calm, but
affects up to 1 target/lvl.
35. Protect Document True - Magically
protects a scroll, book, tome or other organic
document up to 5lbs from water, damage or
other factors. Treat as 50th lvl RR or BF
100.
40. True Analysis - Anything of power
within the radius will be completely analyzed
and understood by the caster.
50. Valris's Peace - As Valris's Calm, but
affects all targets in area of effect.
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What can I say about the Festival my dear audience? Is there any group greater in spreading joy, love and the passions of
Orhan than the dedicated Priests of Kieron? They will lift you up, salve your anguish and bond your community. Do not
say the followers of Kieron are frivolous! Is not joy and celebration the essence of our mortal souls? The Festival is the
soul of our people. NAY, I say that Kieron is the spirit of Kulthea!!
--Unnamed Priest of Kieron.

• Kieron •
The Festival

Symbol: Grapevine
Overview. Clerics of Kieron can be found
throughout Kulthea but rarely in dedicated
churches or temples. (Barring the UOC in Jaiman).
Instead, Kieron has a loose, disorganized group of
Priests and followers known as The Festival. Less a
religion and more a state of mind, clerics of the
Festival are wanderers, vagabonds and even goodnatured troublemakers. They are always welcomed
(at least for a short while) in communities.
They provide news and entertainment and
more formally, lead celebrations and holiday
festivals. It is a common saying that
“merriment honors Kieron, but mischief is not far
behind”.
Clergy:.The Clerics of the Festival can be
confused or mistaken for bards or minstrels
as they are often performers, musicians or
entertainers. They have a strong appetite for
food, drink and the pursuit of pleasure!
When threatened or in danger they can
confuse an opponent or disappear with
trickery and misdirection.
Structure/Organization:.The Festival is without a
home, temple or cathedral. Instead, the Clergy see

themselves as creating worshippers
celebration across Kulthea.

through

Functions: At its core, the Festival is dedicated to
spreading joy, amusement and celebration to the
common people of Kulthea. The Priests can provide
respite for the hardworking and poor, lifting them
from their mundane lives, even if for a moment.
Allies:.Everyone enjoys a party or celebration!
Enemies: The Festival has few, if any,
“enemies”.
Worshippers:.True followers of Kieron
are typically entertainers, performers,
bards and artists. Given his relaxed
nature, few cultures hold Kieron as their
prime Deity.
Recruitment and Training: The
Festival recruits clergy from all races
and cultures! It is not uncommon for a
Priest to travel with an apprentice and
teach him the ways of The Festival and
the skills needed for a life on the road.
Important Dates: Priests are knowledgeable about
all of the cultures they visit: their customs, their
holidays and their celebrations!
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General Attitude and Image: The Priests of the
Festival are rarely taken seriously—they are often
seen as good-natured drunkards, lay-abouts,
lotharios and freeloaders. However, they bring
levity and joy to the poor and disenfranchised in
remote towns and villages throughout Kulthea.
Most villages and towns will provide shelter, food
and hospitality to a Festival priest but will attempt
to hide their daughters! A baby born from a
travelling Priest is known as a Festival Child and
expected to grow up to be wild-willed and
adventurous.
Significant Items:
Horn of Plenty. Provides food and drink for
20 people 1x day.
Fireworks. Some Priests will develop some
alchemy skills and make their own
fireworks, others will have a favored
craftsman provide them. Priests delight in
having unique and inspiring fireworks
shows to highlight a celebration.
Familiar. Many Priests have a pet or
familiar as a traveling companion.
Festival Priests as PCs. Of course, a Cleric of
Kieron could be great fun in the group—especially
if role played well. Long trips in remote wilderness
will not be of much interest to a Priest, they thrive
in crowds and the God demands a celebration!
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Level
1)

8. Distraction - 1 target is distracted and will be at 75 to perception for duration of spell.

Spell

Kieron
Area of
Effect

Duration

Range
self

Motley Cloak I

1 cloak

Permanent

2)

Amplify Voice

50'/lvl

1 min/lvl

3)

Song of Friendship

voice range

varies

varies

4)

Sleight of Hand

1 lb object

1 min/lvl

self

5)

Water to Wine

1 gal/lvl

Permanent

100'

6)

Project Voice

10'/lvl

1 min/lvl

self

7)

Song of Dancing

voice range

varies

varies

8)

Distraction

1 target

1 rnd/5% f

100'

9)

Trickster

1 min/lvl

self

Motley Cloak II

caster
Motley
Cloak

self

Song of Calming

voice range

Permanent
1 min/5%
failure

Alibi

1 target

5'

Confusion

1 target

Charm

1 target

Permanent
1 min/5%
failure
1 min/5%
failure

15)

Song of Sleep

voice range

varies

varies

16)

Feast

1 cu'/lvl
Motley
Cloak

Permanet

100'

Permanent

self

Mass Distraction
Song of
Suggestion

1 target/lvl

1 rnd/5% f

100'

voice range

varies

varies

20)

True Alibi

varies

Permanent

varies

25)

Song of Confusion

voice range

varies

varies

30)

Song of Charming

voice range

varies

varies

35)

Song of Life

voice range

varies

varies

40)

True Trickster

caster

1 min/lvl

self

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

17)
18)
19)

Motley Cloak III

50)
Song of Bacchanal
voice range
varies
1. Motley Cloak I - Caster's cloak is invested with
Chameleon abilities. It can change colors or match
surrounding terrain. (1 rnd to change,
concentration). +25 to Stalk/Hide.
2. Amplify Voice - Casters voice is amplified and can
be heard up to 50'/lvl.
3. Song of Friendship - All within hearing distance
of casters must make an RR or feel sociable and
friendly while caster sings. Caster gets +25 to Social
Skills. Effect will continue after caster stops for 1/2
duration of performance.
4. Sleight of Hand - Caster can make 1 small object
in his hand appear or disappear at will. The object
can be felt but is invisible.
5. Water to Wine - Caster can turn 1 gal/lvl of
water into decent wine, ale or beer.
6. Project Voice - Caster can project his voice to a
point that he can physically see up to 10'/lvl away.
7. Song of Dancing - As Song of Friendship, but
targets will dance and be at -25 for any other
actions.

varies

100'
10'

varies

9. Trickster - Caster can alter his face and voice to
appear as someone else he's seen and familiar with.
(make memory roll).
10. Motley Cloak II - As Motley Cloak I, but cloak
also conveys +10 protection.
11. Song of Calming - As Song of Friendship, but
targets will be calmed and take no actions unless
attacked or provoked.
12. Alibi - Caster can convince a target of 1 basic
reasonable story/explanation that the target will
believe.
13. Confusion - Target will be confused and unable
to make decisions. He must make a successful RR
before doing any action for duration of spell.
14. Charm - Target is Charmed and will obey and
follow caster for duration of spell.
15. Song of Sleep - As Song of Friendship, but
targets will fall into a light sleep.
16. Feast - Converts any edible food into a
sumptious banquet for up toi 1 person/lvl.
17. Motley Cloak III - As Motley Cloak I & II but
infers protection from natural Heat & Cold and +20
vs magical heat and cold attacks.
18. Mass Distraction - As Distraction but affects up
t 1 target/lvl.
19. Song of Suggestion - As Song of Friendship, but
targets follow one simple suggestion by caster that
isn't against their nature or cause harm to
themselves.
20. True Alibi - As Alibi but affects everyone within
range of Casters voice that fails a RR.
25. Song of Confusion - As Confusion but affects all
targets within hearing of Caster.
30. Song of Charming - As Song of Friendship, but
targets will obey caster. Targets can make another
RR if they are asked to do something against their
nature.
35. Song of Life - As Song of Friendship, but targets
of the Unlife must make an RR. Failure will result in
Fear and an "A" Electricity Crit each round the
target is within 50' of caster.
40. True Trickster - As Trickster, but Caster will
look exactly like the person and will appear to be to
basic mind scans.
50. Song of Bacchanal - All within the sound of
casters voice must make a RR or gradually succumb
to a state similar to being inebriated. For every
round the caster sings, all who fail lose 10 from all
maneuvers, combat, perception, etc. (all actions)
until they bottom out at –100. In addition, emotional
states are heightened. After caster stops singing, all
roll D100 to see how many minutes before they pass
out for 2D4 hours, after which they have a hangover
for 2D4 hours which renders them at –50 for all
actions.
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• Iorak •
Builders of Iorak

Symbol: Crossed Hammers
AKA: Priests of the Holy Forge, Iron Priests,
Crafters, Forge Priests,

into the fire. Most will be consumed, but on
incredibly rare instances, the object will re-appear
in one of the alcoves of the temple; the item to be
admired by all visitors and Priests.

Overview. While Iorak as known as a metalsmith
and Artificer, he is also a worker and builder of
stone. His Priests and followers celebrate all manner
of construction and crafts and is favored by Craft
Guilds, Masons and Smiths throughout Kulthea. It
is believed that Iorak introduced the arch, golden
ratio, mathematics and the secrets of metallurgy to
the primitive cultures in the early parts of the
Interregnum. Iorak’s Temple-Forges are found in
major cities, small villages and remote locations.

The temples feature a full range of workrooms,
forges and craft-halls where Builders can work.
Much of the effort of the Builders is the creation of
items for the other Orhanian religions.

Temple-Forges.
The Temple-Forges
of Iorak are designed
for function, not
ornamentation
or
exaltation.
Their
motto: “Honor is
built upon craft”
personifies
their
belief that they serve
their Lord and the populace through labor and
production. In more remote areas, Temples will be
close to sources of raw materials: ore and/or
quarries.

Clergy:.Builder-Priests
wear
functional garb of gray pants and
tunic and a heavy stitched tool belt
holding small tools and measuring
implements. They carry heavy
gloves and often wield hammers of
black alloy. Each Priest focuses on
a particular craft, but most are
mason-builders or metal-smiths.

Within the temple proper are alcoves that line either
wall, each featuring a craftwork or object that
exemplifies skill and dedication. At the end of the
room is the “Ever-Forge”: a fire that is never
extinguished. Followers of Iorak can offer sacrifices

Some Temples are actually re-purposed
Earthwarden structures (Builders are in awe of the
megalithic stonework of the ancients) and a few of
the key temples are also the location of the powerful
Essence Forges—able to work Laen and Eog.

Structure/Organization:.The
Priests follow a similar structure to guilds, with
ranks of Apprentice, Journeyman, Crafter/Builder
and Master/Builder. Each Temple-Forge is
autonomous but will defer to the nearest Temple of
Kuor and its Scion for major decisions or issues.
Functions: The Builders serves both its local
community through knowledge and training to the
craft-guilds and the area Orhan temples. Priests will
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craft items, lay and sanctify foundation stones in
new buildings and oversee construction projects.
Allies:.The Builders are allied with all the Orhanian
religions are often are tasked with crafting unique
items and devices for the other clergy.
Enemies: The Builders are opponents of the DarkGods but see the destruction and annihilation of
science and progress that the Unlife represents as
the true threat to Kulthea. Builder-Priests are not
pro-active warriors against dark forces but are
occasionally recruited by the other pantheons for
dangerous missions.
Worshippers:.Most followers of Iorak are
craftsmen, workers, smiths, miners and laborers.
Recruitment: The Builder-Priests recruit from all
races and social strata but focus on unique or
outstanding guild apprentices. Among the Guilds, it
is considered an honor to be chosen by the Priests
even though it means losing a talented member.
Priest Requirements: Generally, Priests are
youths that show unique talents, aptitudes or skill
in a crafting discipline and a devout and loyal nature.
Important Dates: N/A
General Attitude and Image: Builder-Priests are
as practical, no-nonsense individuals and valuable
members of a community.
Significant Artifacts/Items:

Craft-Gloves: +10 Str bonus. X2 Damage.
Forge Hammer: +15 Keron Warhammer.

2x day can deliver Shatter Strike.
Target/object must make breakage check at
-50.
Craft Apron. Wearer is immune to natural
heat and flames. +20 vs magical flame. +20
AT9.
Builders as PCs. Priests of Iorak can make great
PCs and bring useful skills and spells to the party.
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Level
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Spell
Assay
Item Awareness I
Forge I
Strength I
Nullify I

6)

Tempering I

7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Item awareness II
Slave Item I
Forge II
Strength II
Nullify II
Item awareness
III

12)
13)

Tempering II

14)
15)
16)
18)

Slave Item II
Forge III
Strength III
Item awareness
IV
Nullify III

19)

Tempering III

20)
25)
30)
35)
40)
50)

Slave Item III
Forge IV
Strength IV
Essaence Forge
Gods Strength
Master

17)

Iorak
Area of
Effect
1 object
5'R/lvl
1 forge
Caster
1 item
1 blade
5'R/lvl
1 item
1 forge
Caster
2 item
5'R/lvl
1 blade
2 item
1 forge
Caster
5'R/lvl
3 item
1 blade
3 item
1 forge
Caster
1 forge
Caster
5'/lvl

Duration
1 rnd/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10
min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl

Range
10'
5'/lvl
10'
self
100'

1 rnd/lvl
10
min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl

5'/lvl

1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10
min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl

5'/lvl
100'

1. Assay - Spell determines quantative characteristics of
item: dimensions, weight, volume, temperature etc.
2. Item awareness I – Caster is aware of all magical items
within range, and which realm the power is from.
3. Forge I - Caster can ignite a working forge of up to
2000d to work basic soft metals and other materials:
glass, ceramic, tin, lead, zinc, iron, low steel.
4. Strength I - Caster recieves a +5 (RMU) or +15 (RM)
to strength stat bonus.
5. Nullify I - Object's magical powers are nullified for
duration of spell. (Item can make an RR)
6. Tempering I - Spell causes one blade to increase or
decrease in hardness and elacticity, imparting a +10 nonmagic bonus.
7. Item awareness II – As Item awareness I, but also
gives general details about an item’s construction and a
general sense of its powers.
8. Slave Item I - Caster can take control of 1 magical item
and use its powers (if applicable). This could include
Daily, PP, store PP's etc.
9. Forge II - As Forge I, but temperature reach 2500d
and can work steel, high steel, titanium and other nonmagical metals up to +15 bonus.

touch
5'/lvl
100'
10'
self
100'

touch
100'
10'
self

touch
100'
10'
self
10'
self
self

10. Strength II - Caster recieves a +10 (RMU) +30 (RM)
and +1 size for damage.
11. Nullify II - As Nullify I except range is 50'.
12. Item awareness III – As Item awareness I & II, but
also gives details about any spell abilities and the general
levels.
13. Tempering I - Spell causes one blade to increase or
decrease in hardness and elacticity, imparting a +20 nonmagic bonus.
14. Slave Item II - Caster can take control of 2 magical
item and use its powers (if applicable). This could include
Daily, PP, store PP's etc.
15. Forge III - As Forge I but can reach 4500d and work
with enchanted metals and work alloys up to +25
16. Strength III - Caster recieves a +15 (RMU) +45
(RM) and +2 size for damage.
17. Item awareness IV – The caster gains complete
information on the item's magical abilities, powers and
non-magical bonuses.
18. Nullify III - As Nullify I except range is 10'/lvl.
19. Tempering III - Spell causes one blade to increase or
decrease in hardness and elacticity, imparting a +30 nonmagic bonus.
20. Slave Item III - Caster can take control of 3 magical
item and use its powers (if applicable). This could include
Daily, PP, store PP's etc.
25. Forge IV - As Forge I, but temperatures up to 5000d
and materials up to +35
30. Strength IV - Caster recieves a +20 (RMU) +60
(RM) and +3 size for damage.
35. Essaence Forge - As Forge I, but ignites an Essaence
Forge to work special materials: Laen, Eog and materials
with bonuses above +35
40. Gods Strength - Caster recieves +30 (RMU) +100
(RM) strength bonus, +4 size bonus and every object hit
must make breakage at -100.
50. Master - Caster can nullify or slave all items within
spell range for duration of spell.
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• Jaysek •
“The Fellowship”
Overview. The Fellowship of Jaysek is perhaps the most
mysterious of all the Orhanian religions. There are no
temples and no identified Priests. Instead, the followers
and Clergy of Jaysek are a scattered, secret organization
that communicates through codes, symbols and cryptic
messages and meets only sporadically. The “Fellowship”
is more a secret society than an actual religion, and
Jaysek could be less interested in the blind devotion for
a formalized church.
Priests. Followers of Jaysek are scholars, Mages, Seers
and Astrologers who are experts in all manner of written
languages: codes, cyphers, symbols, runes, glyphs,
pictograms and even ancient, lost languages. Members
of the Fellowship have their own complex code of
communicating and share new knowledge with others
through these secretive channels. Most Priests are truly
anonymous but can identify one another through hand
signs. Rumors of a Jaysek Priesthood refer to them as a
cult, their purpose unclear but with ominous
insinuations.
The Priests goals is to understand lost knowledge
through the analysis of symbolic pictographs both
mundane and magical. The Priests have a substantial
library of magical runes, glyphs and symbols and have
deciphered many ancient languages, mastered the hidden
codes of the Messengers of Teris and have translated
ancient hieroglyphics. Some of the most learned are
fluent in most of the magical languages.
Most of this knowledge is fragmented, each language or
alphabet known to only a few specialists, or held in
secure repositories. When there is a need for specific
knowledge, messages can be sent through the network
to determine if such information is available.
Communications. The Priests of the Fellowship use
codes and symbols that they may draw on a select wall,
published in a city’s news sheet or encoded in a public
announcement to contact other members of the
Fellowship. Only other followers of Jaysek will recognize
the code for what it is.
Recruiting. Priests of Jaysek may target specialists in
certain scholarly fields, but generally will recruit by
inserting cyphers or codes into public publications or

sheets. These puzzles will provide clues that lead a
curious person to a Priest.
General Attitude and Image. Information is power, and
while a Priest of Jaysek may not hide that they follow the
God, they will not overemphasize it or declare
themselves and actual “Cleric”. Instead, they believe that
their group is the repository and guardians of powerful
knowledge and protecting that knowledge requires
discretion and secrecy.
Hidden Knowledge. The chart below indicated when a
Cleric of Jaysek might have access to certain type of
information or knowledge or suggestions regarding
developing skills. Ultimately the GM will decide if any
of these lores are appropriate for their game.
Jaysek Priests as PCs. Since a number of “professions”
could qualify to be members of the Fellowship, there is a
lot of flexibility in having a follower of Jaysek in the
group. Their knowledge of written and secret languages
could be a great asset.
Lvl

Knowledge

Notes

1-5

Written Languages: basic
hand signals, substitution
codes, cyphers, written
languages of any living
tongue
Symbolic
Ways
(Channeling Closed)
Basic Magical Tongues &
Erudite Codes and.

Spend at least 10 DPs
per level on languagewritten skills.

5
6-10

10
10-15
15
15-20
20
21+
30
50

Rune Mastery (Essence
Open)
Written
Languages:
“dead” or “ancient” scripts.
Worim, Jinteni, Taranian.
Runemaster Base Lists
Written Elvish languages:
Kritiri, Loariki
Conjuror Base
Advanced Elvish
Basic
ancient
proto
languages
Advanced
Althan
languages & codes.

Magical Languages to
Rank 5. Codes including
“Thieves-Cant”
symbology, markings,
basic
Loremaster
symbols.
Access to ranks 1-10

Access to ranks 1-10
Circle Spells
Access to ranks 10+
Access to ranks 1-10
Alta, Iruaraic, Aldari
Access to ranks 10+
Alta & Iruaraic written.
Althan software and
machine language.
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Level
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
25)
30)
35)
40)
50)

Spell
Detect Magic
Protection I
Blur
Light Mirage
True Sight
Dispel Magic
Protection II
Detect Power
Invisibility
Cancel Magic
Phantasm
Protection III
Light Mirage True
Un Magic
Mass Blur
Reflection
Protection IV
Illusion
Mass True Sight
Phantasm True
Protection V
Illusion True
Mass Invisibility
Mass Reflection
Master of Magic

Jaysek
Area of
Effect
5'r
1 target
1 target
10'r
caster
1 target
1 target
5'r
1 target
caster
5'r/lvl
1 target
5'r/lvl
1 target
1 target/lvl
caster
1 target
10'r
1 target/lvl
5'r/lvl
1 target
5'r/lvl
1 target/lvl
1 target/lvl
caster

Duration
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
-1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl
1min/lvl

1. Detect Magic – Detects magic of any realm
(does not reveal which realm is detected).
2. Protection I - Target is protected from
magical attacks and receives +10 RR vs spells.

Range
100'
100'
100'
100'
self
100'
100'
100'
100'
self
100'
100'
100'
100'
100'
self
100'
100'
100'
100'
100'
100'
100'
100'
self

10. Cancel Magic – When the caster is the
target of a spell, the "incoming" spell must first
make a successful RR before the caster needs to
make a RR. For RR purposes, each spell uses a
level equal to the level of its caster. If the
"incoming" spell passes the RR, it may target
the caster normally; otherwise, the incoming
spell has no effect on this target. Being a
"willing target" does not eliminate this effect,
but the casters own spells do not need to make a
RR.
11. Phantasm – Creates the image of one object
or being that will move however the caster
wants (as long as the caster concentrates).
When the caster stops concentrating, the image
remains but stops moving. The caster may
resume concentration again later, and make the
image move again (presuming that the duration
has not expired). The image can be of any size
that would fit in a 10’R.
12. Protection III - Target is protected from
magical attacks and receives +30 RR vs spells.
13. Light Mirage True - As Light Mirage but
radius is 5'/lvl.
14. Un Magic – Target can throw no spells for
duration (includes spells cast using items). This
can also be cast against items that could
normally cast spells or power enhancers.
15. Mass Blur - As Blur but affects 1 target/lvl
16. Reflection - If caster is the target of a spell,
that incoming spell must make an RR or reflect
back to caster.
17. Protection IV - Target is protected from
magical attacks and receives +40 RR vs spells.

3. Blur – Causes target to appear blurred to
attackers, subtracting 10 from all attacks.

18. Illusion – As Light Mirage, but objects
within the area can move in a predetermined
pattern or at will if Caster concentrates.

4. Light Mirage – Creates any simple, immobile
image/scene in an area of up to 10'r.

19. Mass True Sight - As True Sight, but affects
1 target/lvl

5. True Sight - Caster can perceive Illusions and
Invisibility objects.

20. Phantasm True - As Phantasm but radius is
5'/lvl.
25. Protection V - Target is protected from
magical attacks and receives +50 RR vs spells.

6. Dispel Magic – Any active spell on the target
must make an RR (use the level of that spell's
caster as the spell's level). If the spell fails its
RR, it is dispelled.
7. Protection II - Target is protected from
magical attacks and receives +20 RR vs spells.
8. Detect Power - As Detect Magic but spell
will detect and identify the realm.
9. Invisibility – Target and their possessions are
invisible for duration of spell.

30. Illusion True - As Illusion but radius is
5'/lvl.
35. Mass Invisibility - As Invisibility, but affects
1 target/lvl.
40. Mass Reflection - As Reflection but affects 1
target/lvl.
50. Master of Magic - If caster is target of spell,
incoming spell must make an RR or caster can
cancel it, reflect it back to origin or re-direct to
another target
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Other Orhan Base Lists
(see Powers of Light and Darkness)

Level
1)

Spell
Life Analysis

Eissa
Area of
Effect
1 target

2)

Restful Spirit

1 Corpse

Permanent

touch

3)

Preservation I

1 body

1 day/lvl

10’

4)

Lifekeeping I

1 target

1 hr/lvl

10’

5)

Dispel Undead I

1 target

6)
7)

Eissa's Sanctuary I
Sacrifice I

caster
1 target

1 min/lvl
1 hr/lvl

self
touch

8)

Preservation II

1 body

1 week/lvl

10’

9)

Lifekeeping II

1 target

1 day/lvl

10’

10)

Lifegiving I

1 body

1min/lvl

10’

11)

Dispel Undead V

5 target

12)
13)

Eissa's Sanctuary II
Sacrifice II

caster
1 target

1 min/lvl
1 day/lvl

self
10’

14)

Preservation III

1 body

1month/lvl

10’

15)

Lifekeeping III

1 target

1 week/lvl

10’

16)

Lifegiving II

1 target

P

10’

17)

Dispel Undead X

10 targets

18)
19)

Eissa's Sanctuary III
Sacrifice III

caster
1 target

1 min/lvl
1 mos/lvl

self
10’

20)

Preservation True

1 body

1 year/lvl

10’

21)

Lifekeeping True

1 target

1 year/lvl

10’

22)

Lifegiving III

1 target

1 day/lvl

10’

23)

Dispel Undead XX

20 targets

24)

Eissa's Sanctuary IV

caster

1 min/lvl

self

25)

Restful Spirit True
Lifegiving IV

10'r/lvl
1 target

P
P

10’

Sacrifice True
Lifegiving True

1 target

any

10’

45)

1 body

P

10’

40)

Dispel Undead True

1 target/lvl

P

10'/lvl

50)

Immunity

caster

1 min/lvl

self

30)
35)

Duration
-

Range
100’

50'

50'

50'

50'

1. Life Analysis – Caster can detect the existence of a soul in a
target, or if the target is dead how long ago the soul has
departed up to 1 year/lvl.

3. Restful Spirit – Target corpse will not be able to rise as
undead or house any animating spirit or otherwise be made to
occupy a state other than peaceful death or true resurrection
that returns the body to life and re-houses the soul.
3. Preservation I – Caster can preserve a dead body or body
part, preventing decomposition. Preservation can only be used
on bodies (or parts) of living beings that are or were capable of
life, it cannot be used to preserve other organic matter.
4. Lifekeeping I – Caster prevents the soul of a target from
leaving its body (thus preventing actual death), although the
body will continue to take damage (from bleeding or other
effects) for the duration. If the body is not capable of sustaining
life at the end of the duration, then the soul will depart.

5. Dispel Undead I - Caster can "dispel" an undead corporeal
or non-corporeal entity.
6. Eissa's Sanctuary I - Caster is ignored by any foes who fail
an RR v 10th lvl.
7. Sacrifice I - Caster can restore life to a recently dead body
(within 1hr/lvl) by giving up his own soul. The target’s soul is
returned to his body with no ill effects (although he is still
subject to any wounds he had). The caster’s soul departs,
however this spell also acts as a Preservation I (1 day/lvl) spell
on the caster’s body.
8. Preservation II – As Preservation I, except for duration.
9. Lifekeeping II – As Lifekeeping I, except for duration.
10. Lifegiving I – Caster can return the soul of a being (that
has not been dead for more than 1 min/lvl) to its body. If the
body is not capable of sustaining life, then the soul will depart
again. The target gets a -15 to all stats (which can be restored
via Heal Life Essence).
11. Dispel Undead V - As Dispel Undead I, but affects up to 5
targets.
12. Eissa's Sanctuary II - Caster is ignored by any foes who fail
an RR v 20th lvl.
13. Sacrifice II - Caster can restore life to a recently dead body
(within 1 day/lvl) by giving up his own soul. The target’s soul
is returned to his body with no ill effects (although he is still
subject to any wounds he had). The caster’s soul departs,
however this spell also acts as a Preservation II (1 week/lvl) I
spell on the caster’s body.
14. Preservation III – As Preservation I, except for duration.
15. Lifekeeping III – As Lifekeeping I, except for duration.
16. Lifegiving II – As Lifegiving I, except body can have been
dead for up to 1 hour/level.
17. Dispel Undead X - As Dispel Undead I, but affects up to 10
targets.
18. Eissa's Sanctuary III - Caster is ignored by any foes who
fail an RR v 30th lvl.
19. Sacrifice III - Caster can restore life to a recently dead body
(within 1 mos/lvl) by giving up his own soul. The target’s soul
is returned to his body with no ill effects (although he is still
subject to any wounds he had). The caster’s soul departs,
however this spell also acts as a Preservation III (1 mos/lvl) I
spell on the caster’s body.
20. Preservation True – As Preservation I, except for duration.
21. Lifekeeping True – As Lifekeeping I, except for duration.
22. Lifegiving III – As Lifegiving I, except body can have been
dead for up to 1 day/level.
23. Dispel Undead XX - As Dispel Undead I, but affects up to
20 targets.
24. Sanctuary IV - Caster is ignored by any foes who fail an
RR v 40th lvl.
25. Restful Spirit True - All corpses within radius are blessed
and unable to rise up as undead.
30. Lifegiving IV – As Lifegiving I, except body can have been
dead for up to 1 month/level.
35. Sacrifice True - Caster can restore life to a dead body by
giving up his own soul. The target’s soul is returned to his
body with no ill effects (although he is still subject to any
wounds he had). The caster’s soul departs, however this spell
also acts as a Preservation True (1 yr/lvl) I spell on the caster’s
body.
40. Lifegiving True – As Lifegiving I, except there is no time
limit.
45. Dispel Undead True -- As Dispel Undead but affects 1
target/lvl within 10'/lvl of caster.
50. Immunity - Caster cannot move more than a walking pace
or take any offensive action but is immune to ALL direct
attacks.
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Level
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
30)
35)
40)
50)

Spell
Glamour I
Fertility
Calm
Robe I
Bond I
Glamour II
Evade I
Devotion
Robe II
Bond II
Glamour II
Evade II
Love
Robe III
Bond III
Glamour IV
Evade III
True Love
Robe IV
True Bond
Glamour V
Evade IV
Undying Love
Mass Calm
True Beauty
Mass Devotion
Mass Love
Mass True
Love
Ageless Beauty

Oriana
Area of
Effect
Caster
1 target
1 target
Caster
2 targets
Caster
Caster
1 target
Caster
2 targets
Caster
Caster
1 target
Caster
2 targets
Caster
Caster
1 target
Caster
2 targets
Caster
Caster
1 target
1 target/lvl
Caster
1 target/lvl
1 target/lvl

Duration
1 day
1 week
1 min/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 year
1 day
1 min/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 year
1 day
1 min/lvl
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 year
1 day
1 min/lvl
1 day/lvl
1 min/lvl
1 year
1 day
1 min/lvl
1 week/lvl
1 min/lvl
10 years
1 min/lvl
1 min/lvl

Range
self
self
touch
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
self
10'/lvl
self
10'/lvl
10'/lvl

1 target/lvl
Caster

1 min/lvl
Permanent

10'/lvl
self

1. Glamour I - Caster's appearance is
magically enhanced. +5 to Appearance bonus.
2. Fertility - Targets fertility is enhanced,
increasing chance of pregnancy by 50%.
3. Calm - Target is immediately Calm and will
take no offensive or sudden action.
4. Robe I - Caster's garments are enchanced
to provide AT3.
5. Bond I - Two willing targets are "Bonded".
They will have a general sense of each others
emotions and location.
6. Glamour II - As Glamour I but +10 to
Appearance bonus.
7. Evade I - Caster's intuitiveness is increased
and allows them to dodge attacks. +10 to DB.
8. Devotion - Target is "devoted" to caster for
duration of spell. Target will oby casters
direction but will not do anything against
their nature or cause themselves harm.
9. Robe II - As Robe I, but AT5.
10. Bond II - As Bond I, but targets will be
able to vaguely get a sense of the others
thoughts when concentrating.

11. Glamour III - As Glamour I but +15 to
Appearance bonus.
12. Evade II - As Evade I but +20
13. Love - As Devotion but target will peform
actions against their nature but will not cause
harm to themselves.
14. Robe III - As Robe I, but AT7.
15. Bond III - As Bond I, but targets can send
each other simple thoughts and ideas.
16. Glamour IV - As Glamour I but +20 to
Appearance bonus.
17. Evade III - As Evade I but +30
18. Love - As Devotion but target will peform
any action.
19. Robe IV - As Robe I, but AT9.
20. True Bond - As Bond I, but targets can
communicate telepathically when
concentrating.
21. Glamour V - As Glamour I but +25 to
Appearance bonus.
22. Evade IV - As Evade I but +40
23. Love - As Devotion but target will peform
any action including killing themselves for the
caster.
24. Mass Calm - As Calm, but affects 1
target/lvl within 10'/lvl.
25. True Beauty - Caster can set their
age/appeance to whatever age they want. +30
Appearance bonus.
30. Mass Devotion - As Devotion, but affects
1 target/lvl within 10'/lvl.
35. Mass Love - As Love, but affects 1
target/lvl within 10'/lvl.
40. Mass True Love - As True Love, but
affects 1 target/lvl within 10'/lvl.
50. Ageless Beauty - Caster can "set" their
appearance to any age they wish. Physically
they will age at 1/2 rate. They will appear as
almost divine beauty. +50 to appearance
bonus.
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Level
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
25)
30)
35)
40)
50)

Spell
Natures Empathy
Natures Resistance
Nature’s Awareness I
Imbide Safely
Passage
Harmony I
Plant Facade
Nature’s Awareness II
Assess Nature
Animal Facade
Harmony II
Summon Lesser Nymph
Nature’s Awareness III
Plant Form
Mass Passage
Harmony III
Animal Form
Nature’s Awareness III
Summon Animal
Harmony IV
Summon Greater
Nymph
True Form
True Awareness
True Harmony
Summon Greater Spirit

Iloura
Area of
Effect
caster
caster
10'R/lvl
Caster
caster
10'r/lvl
caster
50'R/lvl
250'R/lvl
caster
50'r/lvl
100'/lvl
250'R/lvl
caster
1 target/lvl
100'r/lvl
caster
500'R/lvl
1000'R/lvl
250'r/lvl

Duration
10 min/lvl
10 min/lvl
C
10 min/lvl
10 min/lvl
1 min/lvl
10 min/lvl
C
C
10 min/lvl
1 min/lvl
special
C
10 min/lvl
10/min/lvl
1 min/lvl
10 min/lvl
C
1 hr/lvl
1 min/lvl

Range
self
self
self
self
self
10'/lvl
self
self
self
self
50'/lvl
self
self
self
100;
100'/lvl
self
self
self
250'/lvl

100'/lvl
caster
1 mi/lvl

special
10 min/lvl
1 min/lvl

1 mi/lvl
special

1 min/lvl
special

self
self
self
1
mile/lvl
self

1. Natures Empathy - Caster can commune (basic thoughts &
feelings) with plants and animals for duration of spell. Does not
allow Command.
2. Natures Resistance - Caster is immune to normal heat and cold
(-20 to 120), small insects, rain, precipitation.
3. Nature’s Awareness I – Allows caster to monitor animate
activity in the area. The caster will be aware of movements,
subtle and overt but not the size or type of creatures.
4. Imbibe Safely - Spell will allow caster to eat any natural foods
or drink water safely without ill effects.
5. Passage - Caster can travel through vegetation, forest,
underbrush as if on clear ground and no leave no trace of their
movement.
6. Harmony I - Call plants, animals and creatures (animal
intelligence or lower) in the AoE will be calm and friendly with
each other for the duration of the spell.
7. Plant Facade – Allows caster to appear as any one type of plant
that he is familiar. This is purely a visual illusion: caster will still
sound, smell, and feel the same, and the caster undergoes no
physical change.
8. Nature's Awareness II - As Nature's Awareness I, but AoE is
50'/lvl and caster can get a general sense of the size of creatures
in area.
9. Assess Nature – Caster is made aware of the ecological health
of the area and anything that is causing significant ecological
impact on the area (e.g., the water from the magic spring makes
everything here grow fast, poison is leaching out from the pile of
mine tailings, or the unicorns prevent disease from spreading
through the wildlife).

10. Animal Facade – Allows caster to appear as any one type of
animal that he is familiar. This is purely a visual illusion: caster
will still sound, smell, and feel the same, and the caster undergoes
no physical change.
11. Harmony II - As Harmony I, but 50'r/lvl.
12. Summon Lesser Nymph - Caster can summon a nearby lesser
Nymph (Dryad or Naiad) that may perform a simple task or
provide aid to the caster. 25% + prayer skill bonus.
13. Nature’s Awareness III – As Nature's Awareness I, but area is
250'R/lvl and caster will get a general sense of the type of
creature(s) in area.
14. Plant Form – Allows caster to take the form of any one plant
he is familar. The caster will look and feel like the plant. The
caster's size can change by up to +/- 1 size increment. Caster
does not gain the physical abilities of the plant other than Size
category.
15. Mass Passage - As Passage but affects 1 target/lvl.
16. Harmony III - As Harmony I, but 100'r/lvl.
17. Animal Form - Caster can change into a general animal type
of +-2 his size category that he is familiar. Caster will gain the
non-magical abilities of the creature.
18. Nature’s Awareness IV – As Nature's Awareness I, but area is
500'R/lvl and caster will get a general sense of the attitude of the
creature (friendly, hostile, curious, hungry etc)
19. Summon Animal - Caster can summon one indigenous animal
up to Huge size that will understand basic thoughts and
cooperate with caster for duration of spell.
20. Harmony III - As Harmony I, but 100'r/lvl.
25. Summon Greater Nymph - As Summon Lesser Nymph, but
caster can call a Neried, Oceanid or Oread).
30. True Form - Caster can take the form of any natural plant or
creature (animal intelligence). The caster will gain all the
creatures abilities while changed.
35 - True Awareness - As Natures Awareness I, but caster will be
aware of all living creatures in the AoE (unless magically hidden
or veiled), their general attitudes, location and movements.
40. True Harmony - As Harmony I, but 1 mile/lvl.
50. Summon Greater Spirit - Caster can call a Greater Spirit of
Orhan (Quen, Neela or Jaynor). The chance of assisting the caster
is Prayer skill bonus.
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Some Religions of Charon
• Inis •
The Daughters of Inis

AKA: “Sirens”, “Daughters of the Veil”, “Blade
Dancers”, “House of the Veil”
Symbol: Tattoo of Segmented Fan

They will dress for their role, but even though they
appear harmless, the Daughters carry a useful array
of equipment.

Overview. More of a cult, the Daughters of Isis can
be found in most large cities or organized cultures.
The Daughters act through seduction, subterfuge,
and guile; often using a legitimate business as a front
for their activities. They will play the role of a
wealthy merchant, Madam, widowed royalty or
famed performer and integrate their operation into
society. The other Daughters are support staff of
employees, servants or advisors.

Veil of Facades. The silk veil changes the face of the
wearer with 1 rnd concentration. The face can be
random/anonymous or someone the Daughter has
seen or familiar.

Houses. Depending on their choice of
identities, the Sisters may establish a
merchant house, store, brothel, tavern as
their base of operations. These are not
temples, and the Daughters do not hold
ceremonies or rituals for worshippers of
Inis.
Clergy: The Daughters dress as needed to maintain
their cover identity: trader, dancer, courtesan,
harlot, but prefer loose clothes of silk and lighter
fabrics. They carry a hidden pair of curved daggers
(Jinbiya) and their jewelry is also designed to act as
garrotes or provide other deadly attacks. They rely
upon the alchemical arts to make contact poisons,
powders and sleeping agents.

Jinbiya. A pair of +15 Keron curve bladed daggers.
They will inflict an additional 1-5 hits/rnd in
bleeding damage when a crit occurs (per severity).
They are kept in ornate leather scabbards that
become invisible when the knives are sheathed.
Silk Cord Belt. A 50’ cord of silk is
wrapped around the Daughters waist
and body. (There are many artful ways
to “wrap” the cord around the torso,
arms and legs). The cord can be used as
a rope (supports 300lbs bf40), garrote,
tripwire or entanglement rope. The rope
can be attached to an anchor and allows
the Daughter to fall from a height of up
to 50’ by letting the cord unroll from
around their body.
Needle Ring. The ornate ring has a retractable needle
and reservoir that can hold liquid, powder, or
ointment and will deliver the effects via the needle.
Necklace. Decorated with a dozen large “gemstones”.
These gems are actually alchemical constructs with
varying effects. (3) Rubies: When thrown will
explode. Treat as SMALL Fireball 5’r and/or
breakage at -50. (3) Sapphires. When thrown will
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break and release 10’r cloud of Sleeping. (3)
Diamonds. When thrown will flash. Make RR or be
stunned for 1 rnd/5% fail. (3) Pearls. When thrown
will create 20’r of dense smoke.

Structure/Organization: The Daughters are
organized into “Houses”; sometimes there are
several houses in large cities like Sel-Kai or Kaitaine.
A Daughter can leave a house and form
their own House when they reach 10th
lvl. The most powerful is the House of the
Crimson Veils: an exclusive “gentlemen’s
club” in Eidolon that caters to the rich
and powerful.
Functions: While they are servants of a
“Dark” God, the Daughters are not
inherently evil. They do have strong
antipathy for abusive men and male
dominant power structures, and they see
themselves as the protectors of abused
and
downtrodden
women.
The
Daughters collect and sell information
through seduction, blackmail and
subtlety. They will occasionally
assassinate a target (but will make it look natural or
accidental) and will provide vigilante justice for
women that have been wronged.
Allies: The Daughters usually act autonomously
following their own agenda but will occasionally
ally with Ulya Shek and the Steel Rain.
Enemies: The Daughters have a strong dislike for
the Scions of Kuor and the Priests of Phaon, who
they see as misogynist and arrogant. However, any
man that wrongs their followers or earns a
reputation for abuse will draw their attention, and
rage.
Worshippers: Followers of Inis are female: the
poor, powerless or abused. They are most often
servants, poor workers, and prostitutes that look to
Inis and her Priests for protection and aid.
Recruitment and Training: The Daughters are
always on the lookout for new members. They will
often choose child prostitutes, street urchins or
orphans. Training is intense and includes social arts,
subterfuge, martial arts and performance skills.

Vocation Training Package: Deleted.
Priest Requirements: Besides the rigorous
training, Daughters are expected to work, develop
their own network of contacts and resources and
build a “cover” in society. They are given some
autonomy but are supervised.
Important Dates: The Priestesses take
advantage of city-wide revelry where
their services are in demand and they can
access private residences via parties and
celebrations as servers, performers and
escorts.
General Attitude and Image: Most of
the Daughters are well known but not as
Priests of a female cult. They pose as
desirable prostitutes, hostesses or
entertainers in genteel society. Few men
would suspect these women of being
Priestesses of Inis.
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Level
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
25)
30)
35)
40)
45)
50)

Spell
Beauty Veil I
Dance of Distraction
Enchanted Garb I
Battle Dance I

Inis
Area of
Effect
Caster
sight
Caster
Caster

Kiss of Paralysis
Beauty Veil II
Dance of
Mesmerization
Enchanted Garb II
Battle Dance II

1 target
Caster

Kiss of Seduction
Beauty Veil III
Dance of Lamentation
Enchanted Garb III
Battle Dance III
Kiss of Power
Beauty Veil IV
Dance of Frenzy
Enchanted Garb IV
Battle Dance IV
Kiss of Strength
Kiss of Fortitude
Kiss of Vitality
Dance of Defenders
Warrior Dance
Kiss of Youth
Kiss of Death

1 target
Caster
sight
Caster
Caster
1 target
Caster
sight
Caster
Caster
1 target
1 target
1 target
sight
Caster
1 target
1 target

sight
Caster
Caster

Duration
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10 min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1
min/5%fail
10min/lvl

Range
self
self
self
self

1 rnd/lvl
10 min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1
rnd/5%fail
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10 min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
special
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10 min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
special
special
special
1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
special
special

self
self
self

1. Beauty Veil I - Caster's appearance is magically
enchanced, adding +5 to casters appearance stat bonus
(or presence for use in social skills etc)
2. Dance of Distraction - Caster performs an alluring
dance. All within sight will be at -25 to
perception/awareness to any other actions around
them.
3. Enchant Garb I - Casters robes/garb are magically
reinforced to AT 3
4. Battle Dance I - Caster enters a fluid "combat dance"
that allows them to attack 1 opponent without any
penalties for facing position. (OB & DB)
5. Kiss of Paralysis - Target must make an RR or be
paralyzed (-100 MM) for 1 min/5% failure.
6. Beauty Veil II - As Beauty Veil I, but bonus is +10.
7. Dance of Mesmerization - Caster performs an
alluring dance. All within sight will be entranced and
not take any forcible action or movement for duration.
8. Enchant Garb II - As Enchant Garb I, but AT is 5.
9. Battle Dance II - As Battle Dance I, but caster can
engage 2 opponents w/o penalties for multi opponent
or facing.
10. Kiss of Seduction - Target must make an RR or be
charmed by caster for 1 min/5% failure.
11. Beauty Veil III - As Beauty Veil I, but bonus is
+15.

touch
self

touch
self
self
self
self
touch
self
self
self
self
touch
touch
touch
self
self
touch
touch

12. Dance of Lamentation - Caster performs an
alluring dance. All within sight will immediately feel
distressed and begin to wail. Targets will take no overt
action and be at -25 for duration.
13. Enchant Garb III - Casters robes/garb are
magically reinforced to AT 7
14. Battle Dance III - As Battle Dance I, but caster can
engage 3 opponents w/o penalties for multi opponent
or facing.
15. Kiss of Power - Target must make an RR or lose
1pp/1% failure. PP's will be transferred to caster.
16. Beauty Veil IV - As Beauty Veil I, but bonus is +20.
17. Dance of Frenzy - Caster performs an alluring
dance. All within sight will attack the closest person
and fight for duration of spell.
18. Enchant Garb I - Casters robes/garb are magically
reinforced to AT 9
19. Battle Dance III - As Battle Dance I, but caster can
engage 4 opponents w/o penalties for multi opponent
or facing.
20. Kiss of Strength - Target must make an RR or lose
1/5% failure of strength bonus. The strength bonus
will be transferred to caster for 1 min/lvl. Target will
slowly regain stat bonus of +1/day.
25. Kiss of Fortitude - Target must make an RR or lose
1hp/1% failure. The HP's will be transferred to caster
for 1 min/lvl. Target will regain HP's as normal.
30. Kiss of Vitality - Target must make an RR or lose
1/5% failure of CO bonus. The strength bonus will be
transferred to caster for 1 min/lvl. Target will slowly
regain stat bonus of +1/day.
35. Dance of Defenders - Caster performs an alluring
dance. All within sight will defend and fight to the
death for the caster.
40. Warrior Dance - As Battle Dance IV, but 2
additional arms appear on caster which can wield
additional weapons with the same skill as normal.
45. Kiss of Youth - Target must make an RR or age 1
year/10% failure. Caster will grow younger by the
same amount of years.
50. Kiss of Death - Target must make an RR or have
their soul sucked out and absorbed by caster. Caster
will gain all of targets PP's and HP's. Targets body
will appear as a dried out husk.
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• Z’taar •
Battle-Priests of Z’taar
AKA: Beserkers, Skirmishers, Z’taarians
Symbol: War rune on forehead
Overview. The Battle-Priests are perhaps the most
enigmatic religion of the Dark Gods. Rarely seen
except on the battlefield, the Berserker Priests
strike fear in the hearts of their opponents. The
Priests have no shrines or temples, often travel
individually or in small groups and offer no services
or rituals. For the Battle-Priests, combat is their
worship.
Chapter Houses. The House’s of Z’taar can be
found in cities, and in the wilderness and
consist of an unadorned, squat, “pillbox”
with a single door of metal. There are no
windows, and no one can recall ever
seeing the door open, or anyone entering
or leaving the building. Some Chapter
Houses sit in the middle of a city, and can
be surrounded by tall, graceful buildings
a contrast to it’s forbidding appearance
and
overgrown
courtyard
that
surrounds it.
Inside is stranger still. The building only has 2
rooms: a common room and staging area that the
Battle Priests use to gear up for war and the
“hibernation room”. The first room may have racks
of weapons, armor and supplies. The second consist
of coffin like capsules that will both heal and
preserve a Priest of Z’taar. This is Z’taars secret: the
Battle-Priests are revived by Z’taar by a call to
battle. Some Priests can rest in a Chapter House for
years, decades or even centuries. They wait for
Z’taar’s need and the promise of battle.
It is believed that no non-follower of Z’taar has ever
entered a Chapter House. The door is impassable to
all and the building itself is protected by Z’taar’s
magical will. However, if someone were to enter, the
Priests within would rise to confront the intruder.

Clergy: The Priests vary in arms and armaments;
the only unifying element is the war rune branded
into their forehead. They often appear as barbarians:
roughly garbed in rough leathers and furs,
unwashed and uncouth in civilized society. They
wear heavier armors, blackened and marked, and
favor large two-handed weapons: war hammers,
mattocks, flails and 2-hand swords. They do not fit
into polite company but are not unnecessarily cruel
nor do they bully. They do yearn for combat and will
never turn down a challenge from a worthy foe.
Structure/Organization: The BattlePriests do not maintain any temples for
worship and have no clear command
structure. They are generally loners,
and at most will travel in 2’s or 3’s.
Their berserker combat doesn’t allow
for organized battle tactics.
Functions: The Battle-Priests goal is
to show glory to their god in displays
of combat prowess and battlefield
accomplishments. When in combat
they will become berserkers; with little care to who
they attack!
Allies: Z’taarians can find refuge in any temple of a
Dark God and will often aid the other pantheons of
Charon if combat or fighting is involved.
Enemies: Despite their god and general demeanor,
Z’taarians don’t have enemies or hated opponents.
They have a grudging respect for followers of Cay
but are agnostic when it comes to adversaries.
Worshippers: Many of the violent barbarian tribes
call Z’taar their god; the Lugroki are loyal followers
and even warriors and fighters of Orhan might
murmur a short prayer to Z’taar at the onset of
battle.
Recruitment: Battle-Priests are indoctrinated by
Z’taar himself. A follower that repeatedly proves
themselves in battle or achieves a great feat of
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combat will be visited in a dream or by a Z’taar
avatar. If the warrior offers his undying fealty,
Z’taar will provide him access to the base list (and
perhaps other open Channeling). Occasionally,
Z’taar will appear to a non-worshipper and offer
him/her power in exchange for their service (and
denounce their current god).
Priest Requirements: Battle-Priests are chosen for
fighting ability, bravery, fearlessness and loyalty to
their god.
General Attitude and Image: Loremasters and
scholars know little about the Battle-Priests. They
are rarely seen, generally only in times of war or
conflict. Scholars have two theories:
1. The Battle-Priests are not men but
manifestations of Z’taar on Kulthea;
2. They are men but return to Charon until
wars arise.
Of course, neither of these are true. Z’taarians rarely
travel in numbers and avoid civilization. They can
be found leading warbands and mercenary groups in
the wilder places of Kulthea. To most of the
populace, Battle-Priests are a vague myth. When
they do appear, they are treated with caution, fear
and respect—they are viewed as “rabid animals”,
feral and unpredictable.
Even the most hardened warrior will feel unease at
confronting a Battle-Priest. In full glory, the Priests
are avatars of war themselves.
Z’taarians as PCs. In most cases, having a Priest of
Z’taar, or any Charon God, in a PC group would be
problematic. But strange circumstances make for
strange bedfellows. If Z’taar’s interests aligned with
a group, a Battle-Priest could be helpful indeed. Just
keep your distance during battle!
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Level
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
25)
30)
35)
40)
45)
50)

Spell
Battle Fortitude I
Combatant Analysis
Coordination I
Damage Regeneration I
Battle Lust
Battle Fortitude II
Host Analysis
Coordination II
Damage Regeneration II
Battle Frenzy
Battle Fortitude III
Enhancement I
Coordination III
Damage Regeneration III
Battle Rage
Battle Fortitude IV
Mass Battle Lust
Coordination IV
Damage Regeneration IV
Beserker
Enhancement II
Damage Regeneration
True
Mass Battle Fortitude
Enhancement III
Mass Beserker
Man O' War

Z'taar
Area of
Effect
1 target
1 target
2 targets
Caster
1 target
1 target
Caster
3 targets
Caster
1 target
1 target
1 target
4 targets
Caster
1 target
1 target
1 target/lvl
5 targets
Caster
1 target
1 target
Caster
1 target/lvl
1 target
1 target/lvl
Caster

Duration
10min/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10min/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl

Range
25'
self
25'
self
25'
25'
self
25'
self
25'
25'
25'
25'
self
25'
25'
25'
25'
self
25'
25'

1 rnd/lvl
10min/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
1 rnd/lvl
10min/lvl

self
25'
25'
25'
self

1. Fortitude I - Target receives +25 to exhaustion and Fear
for duration of spell.
2. Combatant Analysis - Caster gets a general sense of
opponents combat skill level and ability.
3. Coordination I - Spell allows 2 combatants to coordinate
their actions. When attacking the same opponent, they can
elect for 1 to have a frontal attack and 1 to have a rear
attack OR each to have a flank attack. The facings do not
signify actual combatant facing/location but benefit of a
coordinated attack. Additionally, there is no penalty for
each combatant to Protect the other, allowing combatant to
apply OB to partners DB without penalty.
4. Damage Regeneration I - Caster will regenerate damage
equal to 10% of any HP damage inflicted to an opponent in
melee. Caster cannot exceed normal HP max.
5. Battle Lust - Target recieves +2 to str bonus, ignores up
to -10% in pain penalties and stun effects are reduced by 1.
6. Fortitude II - Target receives +50 to exhaustion and
Fear for duration of spell.
7. Host Analysis - Caster gets a general sense of numbers
and capacity of a battle host.
8. Coordination II - As Coordination I, but combatants can
elect for either 1 front, 1 rear, 1 flank or 1 front, 2 flank.
9. Damage Regeneration II - As Damage Regen I, but
caster recieves 20% of HP damage inflicted on opponent.
10. Battle Frenzy - Target recieves +4 to str bonus, ignores
up to -20% in pain penalties and stun effects are reduced by
2.

11. Fortitude III - Target receives +75 to exhaustion and
Fear for duration of spell.
12. Enchancement I - Target is treated as +1 size category
for duration of spell. (Target does not get larger).
13. Coordination III - As Coordination I, options are 1
front, 2 flank, 1 rear OR 2 front, 2 rear. Or can be divided
into 2 teams of 2 combatants vs 1 opponent each.
14. Damage Regeneration III - As Damage Regen I, but
caster recieves 30% of HP damage inflicted on opponent.
15. Battle Rage - Target recieves +6 to str bonus, ignores
up to -30% in pain penalties and stun effects are reduced by
3.
16. Fortitude IV - Target receives +100 to exhaustion and
Fear for duration of spell.
17. Mass Battle Lust - As Battle Lust but affects 1
person/lvl.
18. Coordination IV - As Coordination I, options are 2 rear,
2 flank, 1 front OR 2 front, 3 rear.
19. Damage Regeneration IV - As Damage Regen I, but
caster recieves 40% of HP damage inflicted on opponent.
20. Beserker - Target recieves +8 to str bonus, ignores up
to -40% in pain penalties and stun effects are reduced by 4.
25. Enchancement II - Target is treated as +2 size category
for duration of spell. (Target does not get larger).
30. Damage Regeneration True - As Damage Regen I, but
caster recieves 50% of HP damage inflicted on opponent and
can exceed HP max for duration of spell.
35. Mass Battle Fortitude - As Battle Fortitude IV, but
affects 1 target/lvl.
40. Enchancement III - Target is treated as +3 size
category for duration of spell. (Target does not get larger).
45. Mass Beserker - As Beserker but affects 1 person/lvl.
50. Man O' War - Caster is treated as +3 Size category for
combat, +10 to str bonus, immune to stuns, ignores pain
penalties up to -50% and has no penalties for flank or rear
for purposes of DB or OB.
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APPENDIX
Invocation Chart
Roll
-100+

Local God
Punishment

Orhan
Anger(Receive B Shock
Critical)

Charon
Anger(Receive D Shock
Critical)

-26 to -99

Anger: reduced PP’s for x days, mild
illness or blight(-50 to appearance etc)

Annoyed

Anger (Receive B Shock
Critical)

-1 to -25
01-24

Ignore
Ignore

Annoyed
Ignore

25-99

Annoyed: loss of PP’s
Capricious/amused: something
random and maybe not too
helpful(teleport follower away, make
him impervious but unable to move
for 7 days)
No effect

Ignore -25 to next plea?

Omen or
foreboding(winds,
lightning). Morale or
fear check to enemies

100-125

Buff(protection spell or similar)

Omen or foreboding(winds,
lightning). Morale or fear
check to enemies

Buff(protection spell or
similar)

Bonus Powerpoints

Buff(protection spell or
similar)
Bonus Powerpoints

Bonus Powerpoints

100

Spell Effect(particular to the situation
or suitable for Diety Aspect)

Spell Effect(particular to
the situation or suitable
for Diety Aspect)

100+

Send Aid/follower: religious aspirants
in area, animal, demon, etc.

Spell Effect(particular to the
situation or suitable for Diety
Aspect)

Item-useful item appears

101-125

Send Minor God: Powerful servant of
god appears

Item-useful item appears

Send Aid/follower:
religious aspirants in
area, animal, demon, etc.

126-150

Avatar(follower is filled with Dieties
presence). Recieves partial attributes
of god(XL Size, immune to crits, fast
healing, aura, voice of command etc)

Send Aid/follower: religious
aspirants in area, animal,
demon, etc.

Send Minor God:
Powerful servant of god
appears

151-189

Manifestation: Diety appears!!
Enemies flee!

Send Minor God: Powerful
servant of god appears

Avatar(follower is filled
with Dieties presence).
Recieves partial
attributes of god(XL
Size, immune to crits,
fast healing, aura, voice
of command etc)
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190-199

Manifestation: Diety appears!!
Enemies flee!

Avatar(follower is filled with
Dieties presence). Recieves
partial attributes of god(XL
Size, immune to crits, fast
healing, aura, voice of
command etc)

Manifestation: Diety
appears!! Enemies flee!

200+

Manifestation: Diety appears!!
Enemies flee!

Manifestation: Diety appears!!
Enemies flee!

Manifestation: Diety
appears!! Enemies flee!

Bonuses:
Lvl of caster: +1/lvl
Duration of prayer/request: immediate -25, +10/hr
Location-Holy or sanctified: +25
Location-other god’s influence: -25(other gods sanctum -75)
Time since last request: +5 for every month(turn of Orhan), -30 for last 30 days
Situation: Frivolous -75; Minor -50, Serious 0, Fatal +20)
Sacrifice(blood, power, etc): +1/10pp’s or +1/10gp
Dieties Beneficence Modifier: see diety descriptions
Prayer Skill Bonus: +X

Gods Reaction Chart
Kuor
Beneficence
Result

Action

Reann
Beneficence
Result

Action

Modifier
Omen

-150
Lightning or Thunder

Buff

Elemental Armor or Protection V

Modifier
Omen

-25 at night -125 in the day
Dimming, flickering of light

Bonus PP's

All returned + 50% extra

Buff

Nightvision, Darkvision

Spell Effect

Storm Call (Wind Law 30th lvl)

Bonus PP's

All returned

Item

Javelin of Lightning

Spell Effect

Utterdark

Aid

Storm Hounds

Item

Wand of Sleep

Follower

Kuor will never appear, but will send
a demi-god to "deal with the issue".

Aid

Night Hounds

Follower

White Unicorn

Valris
Beneficence
Result

Action

Modifier
Omen

-75
Utterlight

Buff

Anticipations

Bonus PP's

All returned + 25 extra

Spell Effect

Great Shout (Mind Attack)

Item

Wand of Shockbolts

Aid
Follower

Eissa
Beneficence
Result

Action

Modifier
Omen

-25 for death related -100 for other
Death Vision

Buff
Bonus PP's

Protection from Soul
Departure/Absolution
N/A

Spell Effect

Lifegiving

Light Elemental

Item

Herb of Lifekeeping

Ulia (greater spirit/demigod of
wisdom)

Aid

Priest

Follower

Vult
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Phaon
Beneficence
Result

Action

Jaysek
Beneficence
Result

Modifier
Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

-50
Sun Flare
True Aura
All returned
Circle of Flame (alt. Immolation)
Flaming Weapon
Winged Horse (Steardan)
Greater Flame Elemental

Modifier
Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

Action

Kieron
Beneficence
Result

Oriana
Beneficence
Result
Modifier
Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower
Cay
Beneficence
Result
Modifier
Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

-100
Cooling Spring Wind
True Aura
All returned
Calming
of Charming
Priest
Baeris

Action
-25
War drums or horns
Beserker
N/A +10 Strength
Haste
Bracers of Battle
Warriors
Laia

Modifier
Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower
Iloura
Beneficence
Result
Modifier
Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

Action
-50
Dimming Light
True Sight
All Back
Prophecy
Mechanical Device
Night Hounds
High Priest of Illusion

Action
-20
Music
Voice
25
Random Song (Bard Base)
Musical Instrument or Wine
Jester
Talaraine

Action
-35
Wild Call
Animal Empathy and Mastery
25
Animal Summons
of Plant/Animal Control
Local creatures
Quen
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Shaal
Beneficence
Result
Modifier
Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower
Teris
Beneficence
Result
Modifier
Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower
Iorak
Beneficence
Result
Modifier
Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

Action
-50 to sea creatures -150 to all
others
Waves
Watervision, waterwalk,
waterbreathe
50
Water Control
Conch of Summons
Local creatures
Neela

Action
-30
none
Haste
10
Teleport
Gate
Navigator
Jaynor

DARK GODS OF CHARON

Orgiana

Beneficence
Result

Action

Modifier

-50

Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

Reddish Light
Metallic Skin
20
Area Pain
Firewhip
Demons Pale IV
Ordainer

Inis

Beneficence
Result
Modifier

-30

Omen

"Body Heat", pheromones/
desire
Beauty, Aura, Charm -25 to
men
10
Call of Lust
Scimitar
Nearby females (make RR)
Followers of Inis

Buff

Action
-65
none
Strength
none
Earthquake
Powerful magical device 1020rnds
Earth Elemental
Major earth Elemental

Action

Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

Kesh'ta'kai

Beneficence
Result

Action

Modifier

-60

Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

none
Read Magic +25
30
Summon Undead/Demon
Runes (applicable to situation)
Demons Pale I-III
Beyond Pale?
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Andaras

Beneficence
Result

Action
Moralis

Modifier

-25

Omen
Buff

none
Quickness and Agility,
Nightvision
none
Darkness
Cat token (cat familiar)
Followers
Black Panther

Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

Beneficence
Result

-50

Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item

none
Aura of Seduction
none
Mass Charm
Cloak of Thrall (+25 to social,
charm etc)
Procreator Demons
Major Procreator

Action
Klysus

Modifier

-40

Omen
Buff

Battlecry
+20 combat 1-10 rnds. Ignore
-20 pain, reduce stun by 2
none
Battlelust 50'
Black Weapon +20
Warriors
Dark Champion (30th lvl)

Scalu

Beneficence
Result

Beneficence
Result
Modifier

Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

Action
-20
none

Infravision, resistant to poison
none
Curse of Klysus (bleeding 50'
radius)
Trident of Klysus
Huge Cobra 25-40'
Akalatan

Action
Nynaku

Modifier

-40

Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item

Fear/nightmare
Dark Aura
none
Utterdark
Mask of Scalu (Fear,
Darkvision)
Hyena Warriors
Dark Champion (25th lvl)

Aid
Follower

Action

Modifier

Aid
Follower

Z'Taar

Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item
Aid
Follower

Beneficence
Result

Beneficence
Result
Modifier

Omen
Buff
Bonus PP's
Spell Effect
Item

Aid
Follower

Action
-30
Tremors, Call cracks

Fire Resistance, Immolation
none
Earthquake or Firestorm
Hammer of Tremors
(unbalancing crits, small
earthquake)
Earth or Fire Elementals
Greater Fire Demon

